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FOREWORD

The special Air Education Committee appointed in 1968 by Governer
Dewey F. Bartlett resulted in the Oklahoma Aerospace Education Workshop
in the summer of 1969. This guide was prepared by the teachers participating
in the workshop, consultants, and other educators and is designed to assist
teachers in teaching aerospace education. Its purpose is to assist teachers to
incorporate aviation and space matters in their daily teaching so that their
students will become more aware of these dynamic industries.

We all recognize there is a growing national interest in capitalizing on
the motivation that aviation and aerospace studies provide for students as
well as teachers. As one who has participated actively in both aviation and
aviation education, I commend the Oklahoma educators at the local and state
level for the imagination and initiative in developing this curriculPm guide in
Aerospace Education.

The State Department of Education gratefully acknowledges the contri-
butions of the State Committee and Subcommittees of the Oklahoma Curricu-
lum Improvement Commission, and especially to the Oklahoma Aeronautics
Commission for their support of this project.

The State Department of Education takes ride, in behalf of all those
who have had a share in producing it. in offering this guide to the teachers of
the State of Oklahoma for .refeience, and for L,...3g..7:.tions or how they may
enhance their effectiveness in the fine art of teaching. t an confident that the
excellent materials contained in this bool let will be of great valve to all schools
of the state that seek to use them to suit local needs objectively and pro-
fessionally.

Scott Fair -n
State Superintendent of Public instruction
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TO THE TEACHER:

All of us recognize the great interest that our students have in aviation
and space activities. The motivation to learn more in this field, and to feel apart: of this exciting activity, is already high among our youth. The purpose ofthis book is to provide information and to help the teacher who wants to
accomplish the goals of education. The teacher wants to insure that the stu-dem.'s learning activities are both effective and efficient. The materials available
are of such variety and from such diverse sources that obtaining and ev:,luating
these requires excessis c amounts of time and effort for the interested teacher.

This curriculum guide co .tains listings and examrles of Se many currentpublications and other resources available, Ind has classified them according tosubject matter and grade level. The teacher who wants to Establish an aerospaceoriented course of study will find many examples her; of courses that have been
developed in recent years and which can be used as nodel-. The teacher whodesires to incorporate a unit on aviation or space can find in this guide manyillustrations graded for applicability to specific age groups.

viii
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WHAT IS AEROSPACE
EDUCATION?

Aerospace education is that branch of general education concerned with com-
municating krowledge, skills, and attitudes about aerospace activities and the
total impact of : it and space vehicles upon society. It must be distinguished
from those branches of special education known as aeror autical and/er astro-
nautical education which are concerned with training specialized aerospace
workers.

ix



INTRODUCTION

'We feel that the public schools in the State of Oklahoma should make
every effort to include aerospace education in every subject.

Tt is recommended that high schools introduce a separate course in aero-
space education in addition to integra...:Ag it into all subject matter areas.

?HILOSOPHY

This program should be implemented in such a manner that the teacher
has the freedom to utilize that amount of tine add content deemed expedient
or important in this arca.

Tt is further belie ,ed that the teaches- should have a pragmatic awareness
of the subtle relationships and nuances between aerospace education and the
total curriculum.

Tt is desirable c;aat the program include 3ra.lcs K-12
Finally, it is recommendesi that the content utiliz." all of the materials,

aids. and resoui,:es as possible.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

!. To devele,p an awareness of the rands and implications of aerospace
education and its impact on our sos y.

2. To cede to integrate aerospace education with all classroom activities.
3. To motivate and stimulate pupils' interest in and understanding of the

scientific and social advancements being made by mankind as a r^sult of
aerospace research and deve!opment.

1. To develop the abilities to speak and write about aerospace cduc..tion in a
meaningful manner.

5. To motivate the child's inures: in aerospace education through all subject
matter areas.

6. To create an interest and appreciation on the parr of the child for aero-
space literature and related materials, and to assist him in the interfreta-
don of these.

7. To prepare all students > that they may participate in a society strongh,
i afIuenced by the growth of aviation and space exploration.

8. 'Co furnish all students opportunities for career exploration in lerospacc.
9. To 15.0.,vide a fi ,Ot experience for all students.

10. To provide some students aviation grourd school and /or vocatio.ial and
technical training in aviation skills.

o establish a collection of aerospace materials available to both school
and community.
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2 A Curriculum Guide for Aerospace Education

AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES

Primacy Level

Content Area Activities

Language Arts Experience Chart

1. From class dict ation write simple chart
stories about the planets.

2. From class dictation write simple chart
stories about the satellites.

1. From cross dictation write simple chart
stories about the solar system.

4. From class dictation write simple chart
stories about the moon.

S. From class dictation write simple chart
stories about the 'noon, the solar system,
and the stars.

6. From class dictation -write simple chart
stories about the United States' space pro-
grant

7. From class dictation write simple chart
stories *bout airplanes.

I. From clan dictation writ e simple chart
stories about a trip on an airplane.

9. From class dictation write simple chart
stories about air and gravity.

10. Feom class dictation write simple chart
stories about s trip to the moon,

it. From class dictation write simple chart
stories about why I would like to go to
the moon

12. From class dictation write simple chart
stories abort how 1 would feel in space.

Written

I. Write stories about the solar system,
2. Write stories of space to aye'.
3. Write storks of the United Sr ales ;pace

program using pictures.
4. Write stories about the lit es of the istro

1. Write stories about how an airplane .hies.

Dramatic Plays

I. Dramatise the Ian nchMg of a sate:lite.
Drarrtgioe a trip nn an airplane.

3. Dramatise a tip in space.
4. D.Imatiae the story of a space pilot.
C. Dramatise the life of space traveler.

Reading

1. Develop a picture dirtionary of srros,oace
vocabulary.



Aerospace Activities-13:-imary Level 3

Content Area Activities

Arithmetic

Music

social Studies

Number Experiences
1. Compare the size of the planets to the

size of known objects.
Countdown the launchiag of a satellite.

3. Compare the tire of the planets to the
size of the earth.

Rhythm

1. Imitate the feeling of floating in space.
S. imitate the movements of an airplane

with music background.
3. Imitate tae different kinds of airplanes

with music background.

Social Studies

i. Hans children bring pictures in the news
about the astronauts.

Science Science

12 I

1. Place a hard-boiled egg (shell removed)
on top of an empty quart milk bottle.
The egg cannot be pushed through the
bottle without exerting force. Remove
the egg and insert a flaming torch made
from a piece of rolled-up paper into the
milk bottle. Quickly place the egg buck
on top of the bottle. UM-, did this hap-
pen?

2. Fill a glass to the vp with water. Place
a card Oct she top of the glass larger than
the diameter of the glut Holding the
card firmly on the glass, quickly turn
the glass over. Remove your hand from
the card carefully.
CAUTION: Perform ilia experiment

over a pail or similar con-
gainer.

S. Submerge a tumbler and allow it to fill.
with water. Turn it to an inverted posi-
tion and lift it straight up until nearly
all of the glass it above the water Tell
why 1420 would n t run cut of the
tumbler.

4, Obtain two plumber's force cups and wet
the botto,n rim of each cup. (Two suc-
tion cups of equal tire may be used in-
stead.) Pre,' the cups togrther to eapel
the air inside the cups. When you try to
pull them apart, you may find this to be
very difficult. Why?

3. Make a nail hole near the bottom of a

small surd tin can. Fill the era with
H2O, hold the palm of the hand tightly
over the top of the can, and tLe water
will !top flowing from he hole. Lift the
hand and the water soil start to flow
again. What can ace aunt tvt the otopilre
of water?



4 Aerospace ActivitiesPrimary Level

Top View measuing spoons

1" x 1 block
of white pine

lack

6. Place a drinking straw in T full bottle
of water. Press oh-r around rae neck or
cIns: the opening Ekcaveen the straw and
the bottle. Hold the clay tightly to the
bottle with your fingers and tty to drink
through the straw.

7. Insert a glass tube into a one-hole stop-
per. Insert the stopper into a soda pop
bc:ele completely filled with water. Sock
on the tube and try to get a drink of
water. Loosen the stopper and try again.

I, Show that air pressure on a parachute
slows the fall of an object. Make a

parachute from tece of cloth. Drop an
article without parachute attached, t' en
with parachute attached.

9. Make model rockets from clay.
19. Grow plants with and without light.
It. Thrc w ball into air; discuss why it

always comes down.
12. Shine flashlight on turning ball to

demonstrate right and day.
Ii. Make parachutes of large handkerchief.

Tie object to it. Observe how air slows
the fall of object.

14. Make kites and fly them.
If. Kep daily weather chart with comment,

abou "good" flying weather.
16. Fasten inflated t alloon to small light-

w c;gh t toy so that when sir is released

toy will move forwicd.
17. The "pop bottle" barometer show., in the

diagram will indicate changes in pressure
only if it is kept at uniform temperature.
If the temperature is allowed to vary, it
will operate on the same principle as
thermometer. Discuss the reasons for this.
Make a simple anemometer like the one
shown in the diagram. Note the behavior
of the vanes when the device is held in
the wind or in :cont of an electric fan.
Point out ti. commercial anemometers
have a registering device that works like
a speedometer on an automobile.

Side View

Zb
darning
needle

glass tube
with closed

end



AIM:

Aerospa:-e ActivitiesPrimary Level 5

lVF le continuing the intere:: in Man in Spare being alert to any new developments
in the space program, a study of the Nature of the Universe, would be appropriate,
be Inning with the solar system, then going into the study of related subjects such
as geology, weather, biology and botany.

Concepts To Be Developed

There are nine planets rotating
around the Sun. This is called
the Solar System
The planets in order are:
Mercury
Venus

L sett
Mars

Jupiter
Saturn
EE anus

Neptune

Pluto

The earliest man was interested
in the heavens above. The first
tool for observing the stars and
planets was a pair of eyes

Activities

Learn the names and order
of the planets, using a non-
sense quotation to help:

"Many Vicious Elephants
Move Jungles Searching Un-
friendly Native Parties"

Science:

Begin keeping a Moon chart,
showing the change' of the
Moon

Language: Dictionary work

Begin building a working
vorshulary on the Solar Sys.
tern. The following words
shouh; be defined and added
to each child's Space note-
book:
astronomy

comet
ralaly
gravity
light-year
lunar
orbit
meteor

meteorite

solar

Resources

Room Environment:

1, Pictures of the planets
showirg their order

2. A glole of the Earth
I. A model of the Sun with

the Earth rotating
around it.

Elementary Science Studer Unt r "Where is the Moon."
Grades Tehter Ditriton, MoGro,-Hill Boot Comrany, eii Elm., Palet, if 1111 7;202.

14



6 Aesositcce Activities Primary Liver

Concepts To be Devr lor-ed Activities

Math:
'1 he Earth is a ball nearly 8,000 Work on comparisons in dis-
Mae: 3Cf031 . tance and size, practice read-

ing large numbers and dis-
cuss scaled measurement

The Sun is 109 times
than the Earth .

greater

The planets vary in size. Jupiter
is the largest. Pluto, the smallest.

Science:

Count out 109 BB's. Draw a
straight line scrcos a large
sheet of paper. Spread glue
on the line. Make sure the
BB's touch one anotiler.
Draw a large circle around
it.

Imagine the circle to be the
San, the BB's to be planets
the size of the Earth,

Resources

?level Diameter

Mercury 1,000
Venus 7,600
Earth 7,900
Mars 4,200
Jupiter 87,000
Saturn 70,900
Uranus 29,530
Neptune 27,000
Pluto 9,600

Using the scale measurement
on page 7 cut pictures of
each planet to show com-
parison :n size

Scale Measurement

1 inch
2 1/2 inches
2 3/4 inches
1 '/2 inches
2 feet gr 1 inches
2 feet

10 inches
9 inches

1 1/4 inches

Ar.:
Sunset Scenes Cut and Film: Whet Afikrt Sight
poste windmills, birds, and Day? Elementsry Sci.
planes, etc. from black cos- once Series, Young Amer.
struction paper. A silhouette icon Films, McCraw-Hill,
effect is achieved by pasting Inc.
the pictures on white paper,
8' by 12'. Blend in sunset
colors using colored chalk.



Aerospace ActivitiesPrimary Levet 7

Concepts To Be Developed

Everything we do takes up space
Heat energy from the sun
travels through millions of miles
of space to get here to warm the
Earth.
Early man identified outlines of
imaginary figures in the sky
formed by groups of stars called
constellations.
The Greeks began charting the
stars
Early man made guesses about
the Universe and was sometimes
wrong .

Most of the planets are named
for Greek and Roman nyth-
°logical characters

Three gods rode in chariots,
Apollo's chariot was pulled by
horses, Diana's by hounds, and
Neptune's drawn by seshorses.
The Olympic Games were be-
gun in ancient Greek times .

Activities

Discuss, on a simple level,
the work of Aristotle--how
people accepted and believed
his ideas regarding an Earth-
centered-Universe .

Read aloud each day for a
determined length of time.
Make picture dictionaries for
a Language assignment. Show
the following gods and god-
desses:

A the nswisdom
Apollosun
Dianamoon
Neptune sea
Mercurymessenger
Venuslove
Mar.war
Jupiterking of all the gods

Art:
Make cut-outs of these three
mythological characters.
Paste black construction
paper

Language:
Read to the clist about the
history of the Olympics

f.E.
Work at some trek events
10 yard dash, 600 yard
walk-run, standing broad
lump

Maas:
Milk field, using messure
ment
Practice using stop watch

16f

Resources

Film: What Is Space?
Prod EBF
Dist EBEC
Encyclopaedia Britannia
Films

Film: How Do We Know
The Earth': SbaPe?

Film: Now Do We Know
The Bora Motes?

Film: Now Many Stars?
Prod MIS
DistMIS
Moody Institute of Science
Educational Film Division
17000 E. Washington Blvd.
Whittier, California 90606

Stories of Gods and ffrrors
adapted by Morris Schreiber

The brit Book of tbe
Olympic Genres
By John Width
Film: Track and Field
Narrated by Fob Mathias
P rodUWF
Dist UEVA
United World Films
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Concepts To Be Developed

When an athlete is in training,
he eats well and gets plenty of
rest and exercise. He doesn't
smoke.

Columbus helped. to clear up a
misconception of long standing.
That the Earth was flat

Copern:cus folio-red Columbus
and set forth the idea of a sun
centned univees.r. His ideas
were ridiculed

Galileo W3! an Italian who 3C.
ceptcd Copernici.f ideas shout
the universe
Unlike Aristotle, Galileo ac-
cepted 33 true only what he
could prove

A heavy object and a light ob-
ject, a-hen dropped at the same
time, fall to earth simultane-
ously.
B.C. 111C311.1 Before Chrift
A.D. means Arson Domimi, in

the yr :sr of our Lord

Galileo developed the telescope.
which pat-d the way to more
accurate study of the universe

Activities

Health:

The ',Anse might come in to
discuss with class s good
health prog.arn
The children are teste4 in
the "step-up-step-down" test
to see if they can qualify
for the physical fitness
training and testing tequired
by the state

Grogespby:

Roth',, the continents and
discuss the i'''scovery of
North and South America

Discussion

Resources

Read aloud and discuss the Galileo
life of Galileo Author: Gregor A. S. Scrib-

ner, 1965. Grades 2-7
Science:

Read 2:0:13 and discuss
Gahlea's laws of falling ob-
jects I site turns dropping

Lght and a heavy object
simultaneously to determine
whether one would fall to
the grourd first.

Social Studies:

Make a timeline to be placed
on the bulletin, board. Fra.e
the children draw pictures
and place them at the proper
date. Begin with John
Glenn's flight and work
backwards, adding to it chin.
mg the year

Discuss 11, difference be-
tween Gal'ito's telescope and
the telescope at Mount Palo -
m sr.

171



Aerospace A crit ities--Primary -1 9

AEROSPACE ART

Draw or paint pictures of a space pilot.

Draw or paint pictures of a moon station.

Draw or paint pictures o: the "man on the moon"
or other figures imagined on the moon.

Draw or paint pictures of a trip to the moon.
Make a glider or airplane out of paper.

Build an Airplane Out of blocks.

Build an airport with blocks.

Draw or paint different kinds of clouds.

Draw or paint pictures of different kinds of air-
planes, then make them into a n,.ral.

Build a space capsule with blocks.

Draw or paint pictures of planets.

Draw picture of a moon station.

Draw or paint pictures of space adventures.

Draw or paint pictures of rockets.

Make a rocket of cardboard tubes. Make an oatmeal-
box capsule for a monkey, using clay and cotton
to fit and pad it.

Make day monkey to fit into the capsule.

Draw or paint pictures of the moon in phases.

Draw or paint pictures of the moon. Show the surface
in the detail.

Make a picture hook of different kinds of airplanes.

Make silhouettes of common kinds of airplanes. Use
them as flashcards.

Have an exhibit of model airplanes.

From sturdy !loxes, make an airplane large enough
for the children to get into.

Construct a tablemodel airport.

Draw or paint pictures dlustrating the history of
ballooning.

Draw or paint pictures of satellites.
Draw or paint pictures of space travel or of what

might be seen in space.

Build a able -model rocket base.

Draw or paint moonscapes.

Make imaginary moonscapes using clay.
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Make gravity pictures with string dipped in tempera
paint. Place the paper on the floor and allow the
string to fall where the gravity will cause it to
fall.

Make a paper-bag space helmet.

Make oatmeal-box oxygcn tanks.

Build a table model of a space station.
Construct a large table-model Mercury capsule using

chicken wire for framework. Cover it with alum-
inum foil. If po. make it large enough fer
child to get into.

Make a mural of our galaxy in space, showing ap-
proximate location of our solar system.

Draw or paint pictures of ;pace vehicles.
Construct dioramas of an r-irport.

Make balloon models and use as mobiles.

Draw landscapes of the maior planets.
h".ke paper models of satellites. Hang them as

mobiles.

Build a table model of Cape Kennedy.

Make imaginary "mooisc.apes" with clay.
Make a three-dimensional map of the moon.

Make papier-mache models of the planets.
Build a model Nike base.
Make a table-model lunar vehicle.
Make clay models of different kinds of rockets, mis-

siles and satellites.

Mike diagrams of rocket and jet motors.
Make a three-dimensional map of the moon.

Prepare a mural of the history of flight.

Make models of historical airplanes.
Dress a doll in a model :pace suit.
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HOME ECONOMICS

IN

AEROSPACE

When man ventures into the hostile environment of space, he must take
with him all the things he needs to keep him alive and comfortable: food,
clothing, shelter, even the air he breathes and the water he drinks, For protec-
tion during space flight, the astronaut must have a spacecraft especially de-
signed to shelter him from the hazards of space. He also requires a spacesuit
which can be pressurized to protect him during extravehicular activity or in
such case- of spacecraft pressure failure. For body energy, he must have food
that is highly nutritious and especially preoared to be handled and eaten during
the conditions encountered in space flight.

There are several aspects of space that make sustaining life a more complex
process than it is on the surface of Earth. The factors to be considered are
vacuum or total absence of air, a lack of atmospheric pressure, a lack of
oxygen, weightlessness or zero gravity, ionizing radiation from solar flares which
can be more deadly than the radiation of a ro,clear bomb, and micrometeoroids
that could penetrate the surface of the spacecraft. In addition, there are ex-
tremes of heat and cold much greater than those encountered on earth.
Terrperatures on the surface of the moon vary from a minus 243 degrees F.
in the dark areas to plus 212 degrees F. in direct sunlight. This is the type of
environment in which man must live and work as part of space exploration.

The environment to which man is normal :y accustomed is that of earth's
gravity and atmospheric pressure. To survive extremes outside of these condi-
tions, an adequate environment must be provided. The spacesuit can provide
a suitable environment in addition to that provided by the environmental con-
trol syste r of the spacecraft.

The spacesuit designed for the crews of NASA'S spacecraft, consists of
four layers s..lsich fit loosely inside one another. The layers are fastened together
only around the boots, the zpper, the connection: for the oxygen hoses and
the medical instrument wires, The garment, complete with helmet and boots,
weighs approximately 30 pounds.

Th,s outside layer is made of a high temperature resistant white nylon.
Beneath the outer layer is the restraint garment, so called because when the
suit is inflated, it keeps the slit from billowing. It is woven of nylon net fabric
and designed to allow mobility when inflated. The third layer is treated with
rubber to make it nost airtight. The innermost layer is a smooth soft nylon
layer designed for comfort.

The spacesuit is designed to provide safe protection aga,mt vacuum, heat,
and cold. This suit is primarily an intravehicular su't and affords little if any
micrometeorid protection. The spacesuit is designed as a backup to function in
the event of pressure failure.

21-)
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Air inlet and outlet connections are located on the torso of the suit at
waist level. A near 100 percent breathable oxygen system is provided to the suit
from storage bottles.

Two pockets, one located between each knee and ankle, hold tools for
opening food packages during flight and for cutting parachute lines if neces-
sary on landing. Two large shin pockets are provided for flight plan data
storage.

AcreEsories Cloves are attached to the suit at the wrist with quick
disconnect couplings. A small battery pack and two fingertip lights are mounted
on each glove. This provides a small light source the astronaut needs when
reading spacectait instruments while on the dark side of the Earth.

The helmet has a built-in drinking port through which the astronaut can
insert the nozzle of a "water gun" into his mouth without removing the helmet.
The helmet provides visibility, comfort, and windblast protection. The com-
munication system consisting of ear phones and microphones is an integral
part of the helmet. Disconnect couplings also attach the helmet to the suit to
facilitate removal or donning.

Three Suits for Each AstronautPrimary crews are provided with three
suits. All suits, including the boots, gloves, and helmets, are individually tailored.
One suit is for training, a second for the actual mission, and the third is pro-
vided as a backup.

Since the water supply on a spacecraft is limited, the manner of shaving,
brushing teeth, and bathing must be changed.

A shaver operated by a spring motor, a windup toy train is used.
It has a built-in vacuum cleaner that collects the cut whiskerswhich other-
wise might float around getting into eyes and noses or fouling instruments
because of the weightlessness and zero - gravity atmosphere.

For teeth brushing, they may either a chewing gum something like
one which now advertises its tooth clean,ng as well as pleasant taste or a
toothpaste which is treated so that it is edible The astronaut eats the used
dentifrice instead of spitting it out.

For "s.raihing up," they'll use a chemically impregnated near-lintless clean-
ing tissue, ;o t,reVent water droplets and lint from fouling the instruments.

Rcgardir,s physical activity and sleep, the astronauts have no room to
stand up straight or lie out flat for rest. The spacecraft limits their movenicnt
because of a need to conserve space. Fxercise routines arc done by isometrics.

HOME ECONOMICS

OBJECTIVES

1. The student will d,ccribe how mans' environmental no. Is are met in space
flight in terms of seven atmos heric conditions (sLih as: weightlessness,
lack of oxygen, etc.): on type of clothing; three personal hygiene and
fitness habits (such as: shaving, brushing teeth, and bathing;; two snita-

22.
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tion procedures; and three problems enciyintered in providing an adequate
diet (such as weight load on the spacecraft, the weightless condition of
space, and low residue for waste disposal).

2. The student will be able to list eight physical changes (such as: cardiovas-
cular, muscul;r, and skeletal changes due to weightlessness, negative calcium
balance, dehydration, negative nitrogen balance, etc.) which could take
place in the human body due to living in a spacecraft.

3. The student will explain the main use of a low-residue diet as it relates to
waste disposal on a spacecraft; the lowered caloric requirements as affected
by physical activity on a space craft; and adequate levels of carbohydrates,
fats, protein, vitamins, minerals Ai.d water as a necessity for optimum
astronaut nutrition.

4. Given a list of foods, the student will plan a nutritious meal by selecting
only those which are low-residue foods.

5. The student will prepare a low-residue meal and evaluate texture, flavor,
appearance, juiciness, and acceptance ..,r1 a nominal scale.

6. The student will describe in detail the one main method of dispensing water
on a spacecraft for drinking and food recoastitution.

7. The student will be able to name and describe in general the types of diets
under investigation for long duration flights and their feasibility.

8. The student will list eight current techniqu:., of food processing used in the
food industry and one example of a food characterized by each technique.

9. The student will name and describe in general how food for the future may
be obtained from oceans and lakes and from organic and inorganic sub-
stances.

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR VAR: :GS ACTIVITIES

DURING SPACE FLIGHT

-tivity Time
(Eouc)

Energy F.apti.dittre

Rite TOt11 Performance
Ca1/Mrn. Calories

Sleep 7 1.2 504

Quiet sitting or standing 12 1.5 1080

Instrumentation 2 1.8 216

Complex neuromuscular tasks 2 2.6 312

Moderate work 1 7.0 420
2;32
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The diet contains about :50 grams of fat, 310 grams of carbohydrate, and
80 grams of protein for a total of 2800 calories. The urine volun.e on this diet
would be about 800 milliliters per day. The fecal losses are minimized by the
use of low-residue foods. The diet contains about five per cent crude fiber
and results in an average daily output of 30 to 85 grams of feces. Three liters
of water per day are included with this diet. Since astronauts are busy and pre-
occupied, orate: intake must be programmed into the daily schedule. Salts to
provide levels about 10 per cent above earth allowances are added to provide
calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodiuni. Liberal allowances of ascorbic acid
and Vitamin E are included. Other vitamins are provided on the basis of the
recommended allowances.

NUTRITIONAL NEEDS ON LONG DURATION FLIGHTS

Environmental conditions in space such as weightlessness, heat and cold,
wearing of pressurized suits, inactivity, and cabin temperature may produce
more definite changes in nutrient requirements on hang duration flights.

On long-term space travel, the effect of prolonged inactivity could cause
a negative nitrogen balance. Also, a prolonged constant cabin temperature
could lower the basal metabolic rate thus lowering the energy requirements of

The sweating process plays an important part in determining energy re-
quirements of men exposed to solar radiation or high temperatures. Considerable
nitrogen is lost in sweat. An increase in protein is necessary under conditions
that produce a great deal of sweating.

Another change in nutritional needs may be due to the continuous wearing
of pressurized suits for extended flight explorations. A diet of precooked
frceze-dried foods seems efficient in supplying the necessary nutrient require-
ments. During periods of inactivity, while wearing the pressure suit, there is
no need to increase the nutritional requirements. However, during periods of
exercise, both water and energy requirements need to he increased.

The water requirements for long duration space flights are very important.
Both caloric requirements and water requirements are strongly affected by
physic-I activity, thermal environment and clothing. As a minimum, two liters
of fluid should he provided daily with provision for additional water, if neces-
sary. Of this amount, one to one and one-half liters become urine and one liter
becomes water vapor, leaving the lung surfaces and the skin as "insensible'
perspiration. If any visible perspiration occurs, the water requirement may rise
to many times the basic value. liven if there is no visible perspiration, as in the
hot, dry desert, water needs rise sharply with the temperature. Some water is
made from food that is eaten. In the metabolism of carbohydrates such as sugar,
about one gram of water is formed for every grain of food.

The dietary recommendation of long duration space flights is that the
diet be as simple as possible ssith the sr-ximum use of natural foods, The diet
preferred is a liquid formula or one which can be reconstituted to liquid or
semi-liquid form. The calorie requirements fora ISO pound man should provide
2700 to 32,;1 calories per day of which 12.5 per cent are protein, 52.5 to 17.5
per cent carbt.'.ydrate, and 30 to 31 per cent fat.
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Evolving from this new interest in nutrirional needs for space travel has
been a new technology entitled Gastronautics. Gastronautics is "a new inter-
disciplinary technologyastrophysiological dieteticsregulation of diet con-
sistent with the normal functioning of an organism beyond the earth environ-
ment."

Packaging of Foods for Flight Early space feeding was mainly that of
serving and semi-solid foods from collapsible squeeze tubes. These
tul were like aluminum toothpaste-type tubes with a nontoxic food grade
oto :ac inside coating. These special coating materials were applied to the inner
surface of the aluminum tubes to prevent formation of hydrogen gas, which
would have resulted from reaction between the metal and the acids in certain
foods, such as applesauce. Precision filling and sealing techniques were devised
to eliminate any trapped gasses which might expand and rupture the container
when the pressure in the space,raft cabin was reduced. A new gasketing ma-
terial was developed to increase protection against leakage or spoilage during
storage. Special ,a-the-tube sterilization techniques were also employed to pre-
serve the contents. The average tube of food weighed 51/2 ounces, with the alu-
minum tube accounting for a large proportion of this weight. The weight of
the tube in proportion to the weight of the food was considered to be too high,
but subsequent development of a lightweight plastic container helped to over-
come this problem.

The food in these rubes is transmitted to the mouth of the astronaut by
applying i.,-essure to the tube. The food is fed into the mouth through a three
and one-half inch polystyrene pontube which screws onto the aluminum tube
and cuts opc-, the tube when it is attached. During space flights, when the
space suit may not be pressurized, the face plate can be opened to allow the
food to be squeezed directly from the tube into the mouth. But if the space
suit is pressurized, the pontube must be used and it is inserted into an opening
in the face plate of the suit.

For foods which need reconstitution with water, a package was designed
with an enclosed aesceptic tube which extends to submit water and (..-ough
which the food was directly fed into the mouth. This packaging was tran3parent
to enable the astronauts to identify the foods. This laminate VlS developed to
provide adequate heat sealahility, very low water vapor permeability to protect
foods against moisture pick-up and oxidation, and durable enough to meet the
stresses of reconstitution of foods.

The sandwiches, bacon and fruit cake packages were provided with a pull-
tab arrangement for dispensing th- food. The dipenser for bite-size pieces was
made of Piexiglas and contained a pull-tab and a closure flap of polyethylene.
The astror auts removed the bite-size pieces by hand and placed them directly
in the mouth while the face plate was open. In the early flights, a water-proof
polyethylene mitten was worn over the pressure suit gloves for sanitation
purposes.

FCOD CONCEPTS FOR LONG DURATION FLIGHTS

Lon; duration space flights have been considered to be of three months
duration or longer. Weight, storage, waste disposal, and water supply will be
of prime concern on these flights. In order to minimiz, storage and weight,
several types of diets have been proposed.

)25
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Investigated Diets

Taking an energy pill instead of eating a meal is rim- like science fiction.
Mealtime is an important part of the day for the astronauts M order to avoid
monotony. The energy pill concept, not highly favored, would require 90 large
size capsules for the protein, minerals, and vitamins and 250 capsules in the
form of fat to provide 2200 to 2500 calories per day. The psychological and
physiological aspects of consuming such a large number of pills per day almost
rules our this concept.

Another proposal is to increase the body weight of the space traveler be-
fore flight and he will then utilize this increased fat during space flight. This
would hv similar to a semi-starvation diet. The psychological aspects of this
semi-starvation diet snake it nonacceptable.

A third diet concept is the use of liquid formula diets containing chemicals
for a well balanced diet. The levels of all nutrients must be adequate if it :s
to be used as the only food source. This diet provides 20 to 40 calories per
fluid ounce. The advantages of this diet are that it would shorten food
preparation time and provide sterile food.

Synthetic diets for space programs have also been studied. The chemical
diet consists of proportions of L-amino acids, the required water-soluble and
fat - soluble vitamins, pertinent salts, glucose and ethyl linoleate as the source
of essential fa:. Only distilled water may be added to the diet. Studies on this
diet have demonstrated that there were no adverse physiological or psychological
effects. The physical states and psychological outlook after consumption of the
diet was good. Fecal residue was strikingly reduced. The major advantage of
this diet is that one cubic foot of the diet will provide a 154 pound astronaut
with all the required nutrients and 2830 calories per day for one month. In
addition, this synthetic diet is completely water soluble, low in bulk, com-
pletely digestible, and has good storage stability.

Each day, an average man requires, in addition to about 2 lb. of oxygen,
almost 7 lb. of water, and approximately 2 lb. of food. This is his intake. His
output consists of about 2V2 lb. of carbon dioxide, almost 8 lb. water, and
just 2 small amount of solids, urea, and minerals. Thus, he consumes the
equivalent of his weight in about 1 days. In only 6 months, he takes in about
a ton of oxygen, food, and water. On extended missions, it will be prohibitive
to carry along all these supplies, and it will be necessary to use some of nun's
output for developing an input.

Current Innovations with Nutrients
Some unique ideas and innovations with the use of nutrients are being

investigated for space flight. Clothing could be made of fibers spun from soy
&an, casein, and lien. The United States Department of Agriculture has
already developed fibers from egg whites and chicken feathers.

There is a possibility of using edible structures for the design of space-
craft fuel tanks, rocket motors, and lunar rocket hunch facilities. Other
ideas include the use of transparent sugar castings as a substitute for optical

261,..
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glass; glue and adhesives from fish, animal pro-oin or starch; paper from soy-
beans, egg albumin or starch; and ink from vegetables.

The astronaut of the fu,.ure who undertakes a space journey lasting from
two to four years may receive a complete meal by chewing a concentrate the
size of a licorice stick. The meal stick which is being developed will contain
all the necessary vitamins, minerals, and calories of a full meal.

Investigation has gone into the synthetic development of high energy
metabolites which are compounds having a greater density of calories for a
given weight than the usual source of calories, These have been studied to
lessen the weight and volume of food. Two compounds that have a caloric con-
tent higher than carbohydrate are being tested for consumption by man, These
compounds are 2.4 di-methyl hepatanoic acid (2,4-DMHA for short) and 2-3
butanediol and do not exist in nature. They were designed entirely from con-
sideration of biochemical and physiological energy requirements. It has not
been advocated that the next astronauts carry a liquid diet of 2,4-DMITA and
1,3-butanediol, even though all kinds of tempting flavors could be added.
A great deal more study is needed before it can be fed to humans. This is the
first time a nutritional source has been designed that is potentially more ef-
ficient than nature. Always before the attempt has been to imitate nature.
Because future space travelers will probably live on nutrients recycled from
their own body wastes, this type of food may serve as "lifeboat rations."
When the space traveler leaves his ship, these nutrients may be just what he
needs.

The chemical synthesis of proteinoids from amino acids to go along with
the synthetic vitamins is another possible food source. This chemical synthesis
must be inexpensive and simple to operate for long duration space flights.
These proteinoids have an acceptable taste similar to grilled fish in either the
raw or roasted state.

Water that can't leak has been investigated. It's stored like icily. It turns
liquid only when squeezed, and becomes like jelly again when the pressure is

relaxed. A substance somewhat like the gelatins used in ice cream which is
edible could he put in an astronaut's drinking water or his soup. Since in space
there is no gravity, water tends to ball upform in droplets and this
makes it hard for an astronaut to transfer it from one conce.:ner into another
containing dried, powdered food. There is a tendency for the droplets to escape
and drift around in the cabin. Subsequently, this new gelled water does not
break up into droplets. If some should escape, it becomes a gelatinous mass
and simple to recover. It's not likely to float around and short cut the
circuitry. When a glass of this water is turned upside down the liquid rem.,ins
in the open glass. it can be spooned out, or transferred to a plastic scisiscze
bottle and can even be served cold.

There has been investigation into the development of a building material
made from edible contents. This material contains hominy grits, powdered
milk, cornstarch, flour, and powdered banana flakes. it is harder than fiber-
board and contains 300 to 400 calories per 100 grams. For emergency food,
it can be groend or soaked for 24 hours to make a cereal having a banana
flavor. When molded in sheets and coated with a removable film laminate this
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cdible material can he utilized for structures in ;pace stations such as instru-
ment panels, bunks, clipboards, walls, packaging and compartment dividers.

Many of these new nutrient ideas need much research before they can
actually be utilized for space flight.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. The student might collect pictures of astronauts' spacesuits and discuss
the reason for the types of construction and the fabrics used as relates to
space flight.

2. The students could be divided into groups. Each group plans a meal and
presents to the class, through demonstration, what would happen to each
type of food if eaten under the conditions which exist in space.

3. The student could develop a written list of physical changes which might
take place in the human body due to living in a spacecraft. Class discussion
could evolve from these lists.

4. The students could plan two nutritional daily menus. One menu planned
for a very active man and requiring a high caloric level. The second menu
planned for a little-active astronaut and requiring a low caloric level. A
comparison r4 the two menus could stimulate a discussion on caloric re-
quirements.

i. Utilizing the daily menu planned for the astronaut which contains a low
caloric level, the students might evaluate the menu to dercrrnine if they
had provided adequate proportions of carbohydrates, protein, and fat.

6. From a list of astronaut foods, the students could plan three meals. One
meal for a Mercury flight, one for a Gemini flight, and one for an Apollo
flight. The three meals might then be evaluated for adequate proportions
for the necessary nutrients.

7. Menus for Gemini and Apollo flights could he shown to the students. The
students might evaluate the menus to determine whether each food would
or would not he acceptable for space flight.

A. A discussion might he stimulated on the reasons for establishing strict
weight, volume, packaging, and nutritional requirements for space food.

9. To stimulate discussion of the eating of space foods on a spacecraft, the
teacher might puree some food in a blender and seal ,he pureed food in
small plastic bags. The students might clip the corner of the plastic hag
and squeeze the food into the mo.:th as Elie astronauts would do on flight.

10. A discussion might he developed on how the Production of space food has
influenced the production of certain consumer foods.

11. The teacher might have the students develop a list containing possible
means of .ktaining foods for the future, in the event the world food sup-
ply would run short. A discussion on foods of the future might evolve
from these lists.

2
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VOCABULARY LIST

I. orbit 26. ionosphere
2. satellite 27. atmosphere
3. vacuum 28. rocket burn
4. meteroids 29. orbital period
5. probe 30. second stage
6. planet 31. retro rocket
7. eleptic 32. heat shield
8. crater 33. ablation
9. sound barrier 34. rendezvous

10. payload 35. docking
11. solar cell 36. module
12. fuel cell 37. spacecraft
13. freez-dehydrated 38. launch vehicle
14. telescope 39. supersonic
1 f. radar 40. hypersonic
16. telemetry 41. touchdown
17. lift-off 42. computer
18. potable 43. lunar
19. pressure suit 44. meteorite
20. posigrade 45. atomic power
21. retrograde 46. sublimation
22. lunar rover 47. eclipse
23. mare 48. aeronautics
24. solar wind 49. sonic boom
25. ultra violet 50. countdown
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THE SOCIAL STUDIES

AND AEROSPACE

THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF AVIATION UPON SOCIETY
I. Aims and Objectives

[`his unit is designed to help students:
1. Understand the national and international problems created by aviation.
2. Become 4.2 re of the part played by research in aerospace development.
3. Appreciate the services and responsibilities of all phases of domestic,

international, and military flying.
4. Realize the growing interdependence of all people through aerospace

development and related fields.
s. Appreciate the changes brought about in geographic relationships by

the elimination of national boundaries and the changing concepts of
time and space_

6. To comprehend mire fully the magnitude of occupational opportunitie,
offered by the aviation indus ry.

H. Outline of Unit Content
1 his unit is designed to help the student:
I. Understand the national and international problems created by aviation

through the study of:
a. CVSIOMS and conditions
b. Lanzuage barriers
c. Climatic conditions
d. Geographical relationships

2. Understand the social impact upon the community where research
centers are located.

3. Appreciate the scrvices of all phases of air transportation by studying:
a. Military uses of the airplane
b. Public uses of thl airplane

.1. Study the mobility of our society and the psychological and sociological
effects of it due to the chancing conLepts of space and time

S. Understand the growing interdependence of all peoples through aero-
space development and related fields.
a. Personnel
b. Education and training
c. Accounting and finance
d. Supply management
e. Data management and processing
f. Weather
g. Behavioral science
h. Maintenance and engineering
i. Airc-aft control
j. Aerospace medicine and foods
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6. Study the magnitude of occupational opportunities offered by the
aviation industry.

III. Suggested Student Activities
1. Make a bulletin board showing job opportunities in aviation.
2. Field trips to a local airport to see what various occupations are em-

ployed there.
3. Write to foreign embassies and obtain weather information and

terrestrial conditions.
4. Make a map showing locations of various materials used in the con-

struction of aircraft and spacecraft.
S. Make a map showing locations of :esearch centers.
6. Engage the pupils in a Pen Pal Chou with students from foreign

countries.
7. Keep a notebook on the social, psychological, and physical changes

and influences effected upon our society due to the "Space Age."

SOCIAL STUDIES AEROSPACE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
The goal of aerospace education is not to make every student a professional

pilot. The primary objective is to help all students understand the economic,
social, ,.ulturai, and technological implicaenns involved in aerospaz its op-
eration, its p-oblems, and most of all its possibilities. Because aerospace is such
a dynamic and growing field, new problems and new areas are constantly
arising, making it necessary to make changes. Because it is not static, what may
be an adequate ai swcr to any giv:ei roblem today may not be an adequate
answer tomorrow. One of the most important aspects of a student's education,
therefore, should be to learn that while the techniques of problem solving may
remain the same, no solution can be considered final. This conclusion has been
dramatically demonstrated in the Mercury to Apollo missions in reaching the
moon.

A study of the impact of aerospace is beneficial whether or not the student
continues with any phase of aerospace or ever gets a pilot's license. All students
who take a course in chemistry will not become chemists just as all students
learning about aerospace will not become astronauts,

Aerospace education has unlimited possibilities and responsibilities to be
a part of the fabulous future of the field of flight.
Government Involvement In Aviation

I. Aims and Objectives
The specific aim or objective of thi, unit is to help the student realize
that our air space is our greatest rat oval /natural resource, and as such
nee. ssitates government involvement rid supervision.

II. Outline of Unit Content
This unit is desivned to help the student:
1. Understand why our government is involved in aviation and aerospace.

a. Military develo[ment and security
b. Space exploration
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c. Airport development
d. Airway systems development

2. Understand how our government is involved in aviation and aerospace.
a. Laws concerning Air and Space
b. International regulations
c. Federal regulation of aviation
d. Economic regulations and aviation
e. State regulation of aviation
f. Local regulation of aviation

111. Suggested Activities
1. Make a pie chart showing % of Military aircraft, General Aviation

aircraft, and Commercial aircraft.
2. Prepare a b'alletin board illustrating the advances in Military aircraft.
3. Spacemobife visit illustrating aspects of the space program.
4. Invite guest speakers to speak on such subjects as:

a. Airport management
b. Air control
c. Registration of aircraft and pilots

I. Field trips to FAA Academy in Oklahoma City (if 'scation will
permit).

6. Trace the development of Federal regulation from the Federal Air Mail
Act of 1925 to the present.

7. Study how the FAA investigates aircraft accidents.

AEROSPACE TERMS

Aerody namics
The science that treats of the motion of air and other gaseous fluids, and

of the forces acting on bodies when the bodies move through such fluids, or
when scch fluids move against or around the bodies.

Air density
The ta:io of the mass of air to its volume, expressed as its weight per

uniz of volume, e.g., 1 kilogram per cubic meter.

Airfoil
A surface which furnishes lift, thrust or control to the vehicle.

Airspeed
The speed of an aircraft in relation to the air through which it is passing.

Airway
,9tri air route along which aids to air navigation, such as beacon lights,

radio ranges and direction finding facilities, and landing fields are maintained.

Altimeter
An instrument for indicating the relative altitude of an airplane by

measuring atmospheric pressure.
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Animometer
A device for measuring the velocity of the wind, in common use at air-

ports.
Apogee

The point in an clhttical orbit around earth which is farthest from earth.
Apollo

United States program with the objective of e:rth-orbiting a space
laboratory, launching astronauts to the vicinity of the moon, and landing a
man on the moon, and returning him to earth.
Astro

A prefix meaning "star" or "stars" and, by extension Irnetim- used as
the equivalent of "celestial," as in astronautics.
Azimuth

The initial angle or direction between true North and a great circle course.
Bernoulli's Principle

As the speed of a confined fluid increases, the fluid pressure decreases.
Bioastronautics

Astronautics considered for its effect upon animal or plant life.
Center of Gravity

The point through which the resultant forces of gravity acts no matter
how the body is oriented.
Centrifuge

A large motor-driven apparatus with a long rotating arm at the end of
which human and animal subjects or equipment can be revolved at 'carious
speeds to simulate very closely the prolonged accelerations encountered in
high-performance aircraft, rockets, or manned missiles.

GENERAL SCIENCE AND EARTH SCIENCE
IN AEROSPACE

Unit: Aviation
Topics: History of 'Manned Flight

sample referenceFAA films
History of Aircraft Development

sample referenceSmithsonian Institute booklets
Aircraft Construction

sample rcfcrencr--Piper Aircraft booklets
Forces Acting on Aircraft in Flight

sample referenceJeppescn and Company
Function of Aircraft Controls

sample tefcience--Sanderson Company
Flight Maneuvers

sample reference--FAA films
Atmospheric Characteristics

sample referenceFAA, Weather Bur,:au
We :het Map Interpretation

sample referenceFAA, \N'eathcr Bureau
Radio Cwrununications

sample referenceCAP, FAA
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Air Traffic Rules
sample reference FAA

Aerial Navigation
sample referencesFAA, CAP, Sanderson Company

Suggested Activities:
1. Have students bring a collection of aviation magazines.
2. Have students bring newspaper clippings concerning aviation to place

on the bulletin board for the aviation unit study.
3 Invite a local airport operator to speak to the class about aviation of

the area.
4. Visit the local airport, with assistance of the local airport uperltor.
S. Visit a nearby FAA Flight Service Station.
6. Have students bring model airplanes for a hanging display during th

unit of study.
7. Invite a representative of a model airplane flying :IA to speak an

perhaps give a flying demonstration for the class.
8. Have an in-class contest of paper airplane, kites, glider, rubberban

powered planes and gasoline pow..,ed planes.

GENERAL SCIENCE AND EARTH SCIENCE
Unit: Space Flight
Topics: History of Rocketry

sample referenceNASA films
Rockets and Newton's laws

sample reference: Holt Company,Library of Science
What is a Satellite

sample referenceNASA Films 'Publication,
Kinds of Satellites

sample referenceNASA Films
The Universe

sample referenceFilm "Universe" NASA
Manned Space Flights

sample referenceNASA Film
Taking Earth's Environment Into Space

sample referenceNASA Films
Space Flights to Other Planets

sample referenceNASA Films

Suggested Activities:
1. As a class project have the students build a mobile of the solar syst it
2. As a class project have the students build paper models of .spacec:If:

Have the class simulate 1./6 gravity of the moon by suspending
the weight by a rope to an overhead support.

4. Nave the class build model rockets.
liave a model rocket contest by judging both the appearance and a'
to le of the rocket when it is fired.

6. Have the students build a mock-bp space suit.
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7. Have a contes.: of the student's drawings and models of a proposed
veb3...je to travel on !:-le moon.

8. Have the class build a model of a space station large enough to house
50 people and show wkre all the various types of equip,neat would he
located.

AEROSPACE EDUCATION
IN THE LIFE SCIENCES

Suggested areas of approach:
I. Environmental Biology

A. Biospherz--general d'scussion of the fiim of life
B. Exospherc.zgeneral discussion of the film of life
C. Life support systems to be considered in both biosphere and exosphere.

1. Oxygen content control
2. Pressure-. --both normal air pressui and artificial pressure
3. Thermal control
4. Water
5. Food
6. Waste control
7. Hygiene
8. Radiation ettects
9. Protectionradiation, meteorites, etc.

10. Contamination
Implemmting support systems in exosphere

II. Physiological Aspects of Aerospace
A. Physical effects: such as

1, Circulation
2, Respiration
3. Pressure
4. Weightlessness and muscle-tone relationships
5. Dehydration
6. Fatigue
7. Various physic al conditions such a- hypoxia, hyperventilation,

flicker vertigo, coreolis effect. etc.
8. Visual orientation
9. Cosmic radiation

10. Possible meteoroid bombardment
B. Psychological Effects

1. Requirements and t.aining
2. Stress
3. Phobias
4. i ong perocis of i,olat ion
5. Induced hiherat:on studies

C. Arromedicine
I. Experimertationpast and present
2. Medical technological advances

a, Cardiovascular monitoring devices

3
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b. Electrostatic cameras for monitoring patients
c. Heart valve improvement
d. Transducer transmitter that relays intestinal data
e. Laser surgery
f. Aids to blind and deaf
g. Walking wheel chair
h. Other bionic devices

D. health Education
1. Safety
2, Fitness
3. Personal hygiene

E. Effects of biological clocks (inte,raption of normal cycles)
1. Man
2. Animals
3. Plants

III. Genetic Effects Mutations
A. Radiation
B. Weightlessness

Suggested Laboratory Exercise:

Procedure:
Select two containers, one of which will easily fit into the other. Affix pointer
to the top of the smaller container. Use glue to fasten the stick. Drill a hole in
the center of the bottom of the larger container. The diameter of the hole
should allow the o.ie-hole stopper to just enter. Adjust the height of the tube
to the top of the container.
To Tube A attach a length of rubber tubing and affix the other end of th:s
tube to the center of large contair.er. Tube B should be attached to a piece of
tubing which will be pinched shut after potassium hydroxide is added. The jar
can be weighted with sand so that it sinks in a pan of water. Ice can be added
to the water to produce varying ambient temperatures within the jar.
As the test animal consumes oxygen, the small container will sink in the water
cf the large container. The change in levels can be observed on the scale. The
markings on the scale can b- calibrated by introducing known amounts of air
into container through the attached hose. Make several calibrations.
Once the scale is calibrated, you are ready to begin experimentation. Place a
test animal in the jar. Stopper and attach the rubber hose of Tube A to the
center tube of large container. Add saturated potassium hydroxide to fill bend
in Tube B. Stuff cotton into the bent end. Close the other end by pinching the
rubber tube with a pinch clamp. The potassium hydroxide in the cotton Hill
remove the carbon dioxide exhaled by the . ninsal. Why is this necessary? Record
the original level of air in the cm Ill container and allow the test animal to
remain sealed in the jar. Add ice t., the water surrounding the jar and maintai:.
a constant temperature while oxygen consumption is being recorded.
Determine the volume of oxygen consumed per minute for several ambient

31'w
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styafoam
cup

can

water

scale

I- thermometer

A,lrir KOH wick

tube "B"

add ice here

tube "A"

jar

pan cooled water

temperatures. This can be calculated from the total oxygen consumed divided
by the total time of the experiment.

Example: 30 cc of oxygen in 10 minutes = 3 cc of oxygen consumed per
mi,sute.

Determine the minute oxygen consumption rate for 20', 15°, 100, 5°, 0°
Centrigrade using room temperature as a control. Graph the results.
Discussion:
1. What conclusions can you make about the effect of ambient air temperature

on metabolic rate?
2. Which ambient air temperature provided the minimum metabolic rate?
3. Whit additional factors would have to be considered before this temperature

could be used within space suits?

Additional Investigation:

This same apparatus may be used to investigate several space problems. Here
are a few problems that are currently being considered by space scientists:
1. To what extent does hypothermia induce drowsiness or sleep?
2. How might the rebced activity asscciated with hypothermia affect the

astronaut's ability to rapidly recover maximum performance efficiency?
3, Could hypothermia provide relief from the psychological and physiological

problems associated with long-term confinement and boredom?
4. In what way, could forced vtronaut hiberation be beneficial for long space

flight?
i. Compare the metabolic effects of hypothermia in homeotherms with poikilo-

therms as a simulated study of estivation and hibernation.

(This laboratory exercise and many more may be found in the NASA publica-
tion "Space Resources for TeachersBiofogy.")

37,
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Industrial arts has been defined as the study of tools, materials, processes,
products, occupations, and related problems of America's industrial society. As
such the profession of industrial arts teaching necessarily concerns itself with
those societal developments which have relevance w its area of study. America's
space program is such a development. in the effort to increase mankind's
knowledge of the heavens and the earth through the use of manned and un-
manned spaceflight, America's space program has developed new tools, new
materials, new processes, as well as new jobs, unheard of 10 years ago. It has
prcvided great impetus to accelerating advancements and developments in
science and technology, srid the resulting changes in patterns for living.

Space is the new frontier of science and technology; and if industrial arts
is to give students an insight into American industries, teachers must be more
concerned with space age technology. The image of industrial arts will be
greatly improved in the eyes of the students, parents, administrators, and the
lay public when teachers introduce these changes to shop and classroom teaching.

SPACE AGE APPLICATIONS OF

INDUSTRIAL ARTS TECHNOLOGY

Drafting:
Ellipses to show the orbit of a space vehicle, the sun and the planets.
Booster engines and stages.

Assembly: Draw the following:
Saturn V Rocket
Pipe cutting tool
Portable power tool
Chart case

Other area are:
hl atronic drawing

,et metal drawing
Pictorial drawing
Architectural drawing
Structural drawing
Plumbing drawing
Charts and drafts

NASA Tech Briefs are available which give detailed information in each
of the above areas.

RELATIONSHIP TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS
By this time you have become aware of the magnitude of the aerospace

industry; an industry encompassing many people working in many kinds of
jobs. This space age industry can be said to bc nude up of a number of other
industrial organizations, as shown in Fig, A. Space vehicles require products
made of ceramics, plastic, and metal as well as the power and electronic
,:ompcnents. It is evident that industrial arts can make a significant contribu

38,
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don to understanding the aerospace industry because it, too, is concerned with
the same areas, as .tre shown in Fig. A. Industrial arts students work with the
principles and the skills necessary to produce, propel, and control spacecraft.
Fig. B shows graphically the kinds of systems present in these crafts and gives
further evidence of the many opportunities for industrial arts teachers to help
acquaint their students with the products and processes of the space age.
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Fig. A Fig. B

TYPICAL AEROSPACE OCCUPATIONS

aeronautical engineer model maker
aeronautical draftsman pattern maker
design draftsman lathe operators
plumbing drat sman instrument maker
electrical draftsman telephone engineer
mechanical engineer television repairman
aircraft designer radio electrician
machinists electronic engineer
tool and die makers truck mechanic
welders diesel mechanic
riveters rocket engine mechanic
heat treaters photographer
jig builders plastics fabricator
press and shear operators ceramics engineer

mock-up builder

A complete coverage of this subject is in the NASA publication ' Space
Resources for the High School Indirstriaf Arts." "Industrial Arts Resource
Units."
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PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL COURSE

1. Introduction

We feel that the high schools in the state of Oklahoma should make every
effort to incorporate aviation and aerospace information into every subject
course where it could he inserted by reason of its current interest, its motivating
assistance and its logical application in the sequence co!` study.

In schools which can introduce a separate course in the subject aviation or
aerospace, it is recommended that the following be offered in the general
education curriculum as an elective, one year (two semester) course.

This course is general and introductory or exploratory, not terminal in
nature. No prerequisites arc set, but the course is designed for use in grades 10,
II, and 12.

It is further suggested that teacher qualification include some evidence
of a strong interest in aviation.

II. Objectives

1. To prepare all students so that they may participate in a society strongly
influenced by the growth of aviation and space exploration.

2. To introduce the student, through highly motivational subjects of aviation
and space, some disciplines of various academic fields. This would include
an adequate reading and speaking vocabulary pertinent to aerospace.

3. To furnish all students opportunities for career exploration in aerospace.
4. To provide a flight experience for all students desiring it.
f. To provide some students aviation ground school and/or vocational and

technical training in aviation skills.
6. To establish a collection of aerospace materials available to both school and

community.
The objectives of thi.. course would be reached by different options in

course content. It is recommended that the decision of a specific combination
of these options be left to the individual school, dependent upon their facilities.

4 6'
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

PATH OF LEAST

RESISTANCE

METEOROLOGY

FLIGHT COMPUTER

NAVIGATION

RADIO NAVIGATION

FM REGULATIONS

LESSON Orienlafion

REFEP ENCES Sanderson Teacher Education Manual,
Flight Instructor's Ha ndl-ook, Fed-
eral Aviation Agency, 1904

OBJECTIVES Indoctrinate teachers to course meth-
ods, teaching techniqi.es, the need for
aviation instruction in schools and
administrative con side rations.

ELEMENTS Aviation Stat:itics Administration
O'ojectives Methodology
Org a niaa don Evaluation

SCHEDULE Lecture :I1 minutes

Show Sa nelerson
strip, "Path of Least
Resist a n:e" :10 minutes

Questi.ons :3$ minutes

EQUIPMENT Private Mkt Manual ( I) to ea.
student

Di.K a ne Projector and filmstrip
B'ackboa rd
TEACHER EDUCATION MAN-

UAL ( I ) to each student

INSTRUCTOR'S Orient teachers to Teacher Training
ACTIONS Course

Show filmstrip

Answer questions

STUDENT'S Register
ACTIONS

Sign class roster

Introductions

Ask qurstions rrFarding r.,Jtse

EVALUATION Niit required for orient .-in wok.,

4L.
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

IAA S011e
.

33

LESSON Pre-Flight Facts (Section A)

REFERENCES Private Prlot Manual., Pre-Flight Facts,
Sanderson Films, Inc.
Flight Instructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.
Atiation Psychology Manual for
Flight Inrhuctors, H. J. Holmes and
Thomas Hogan.

OBJECTIVES Acquaint teachers (students) with
aircraft components and the four
forces.

Et...EVENTS Aircraft Components Mr Four Forcer
Wing Lift
Power Plant Gravity
Empennage Thrust
Landing Gear Drag
Fuselage

;%'t SCHEDULE Introduction of filmstri, IS
Pre-Flight Facts, Section A
S .ow filmstrip
Question and answer session :20

EQUIPMENT DuKane Projector
Sanderson FilmstripPre-Flitht Facts

Section A
Blackboard for post filmstrip

instruction
Model airplane with moveable con.

trols
Suggritrd Illuiirstionr for overhead

projtc for:
s. Aircraft Components F. Propeller

2 Wing Structure 6. Airfoil
3. Power Source 7. Lift
1. Four Forces

INSTRUCTOR'S Serve as I discussion leader following
ACTIONS the showing of the ftimarip.

Lin

-
wa a. i iu sue..

4 2 t

Typical gars. lion':
What is the main function of the

wing?
What is the role of the wing in pro-

ducitg lift?
Illustrate the four forces acting on

an aircraft in flight, (Use black.
board)

NI-hat are two ways to re....orr from
a cull cond,tion? ILIce model plan:
to illustrate)

What are the four strokes of the
engine rower Cycle?
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What is the purpose of the empen-
nage?

Demonstrate or show how the pro-
peller develops "thrust."

(In addition to the above questions,
it is suggested that the teachers use
the questions outlined in the Sander-
son Programmed Learning System)

SIUDFNTS Due-ass objectives and resolve above
ACTIONS questions.

Reline the major concepts presented
in the filmstrip.
Dcriloiairate as many of the concepts
as pc 'ible s-sing a blackboard, model,
or 2 visual aid.

EVALUATION The lesson is complete when the stu-
dent teachers can explain, illustrate,
describe, define, discuss or formulate
the ideas presented and communicate
their ideas to others.
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Pre-Flight Tarts (Section ht

kJ SIIIN1

REITER L NC ES

OBJECTIVES

ELEMENTS

SCIIE DUI E

35

P sit ate Pilot Manua!, Pre-Flight
Facts, Sanderson Films, IncSee, B
Night Instructor's Handbook, Feder-
al Aviation Agency, 1964.

Develop a basic understanding of the
three aver: yaw, pitch and roll, :long
with the aircraft control system, the
t rim system, vacuum system, and
electrical system.

The Three Axis Aircraft Cor.trots
Yaw Axis Ailerons
Pitch Axis Rudders
Roll Axis Elevators

Stabilators
Wing flaps

Trim S)strirs
Trim Tab
Adjustable Stabilizer
Moveable Tail

Vstrtairrr &Wens Etrctrical Sylttm

Introduction of filmstrip
Pre-Flight Facts, Section B

Show filmstrip

Question and answer session

:40

'20

EQUIPMENT DOS ane Projector
Sanderson FilmstripSection B
Blackboard
Model Airplane

Suggested illustrations for o:crbrad
Projector:
I. Three Axes 7. Roll Right
2. Tail Strut- Bank

tore (VS) 6. Roll Left
S. Horizontal Bank

Stabilizer 9. Vacuum
Trim Tab System

Stabilater 10. Venturi
T. More .Down 11. Elect 6(41

Trim System
6. NiOre Up

Trim

INST RUCTOR 'S Serve as a dircs,"cr, !cider following
ACTIONS the shiiss in g of the filmstrip.

4 tIc
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Lift and drag on an airfoil.

-Typical questiont:
What is the one point in the air-

planes attitude, about which it can
be balanced perfectly?

Explain thz yaw axis and related
control surface.
Describe the pitch axis and related
control surface.
illustrate the roll axis and refired
control ,urftCe.
What are the trim systems provided
to minimize elevator or stabilator
control pressures?
Review the function, of the trim tan,
adjustable stabilizer and moveable
tail.
Discuss the electrical system. ad
dition to the above question, the in-
structor should use questions out-
lined in the Sanderson Programmed
System)
It is important to learn the relation-
ship of lift it drag in regards to
flap settings,
What is tin purpose of the wing
Daps?
Explain what f1.1;, sacin,0 are used
for take-off and landing.

SEIJDFNT'S Re, Pond to the ab, e questions eor-
ACTIONS rectls ; however, if 'here is some mil-

und, r r Mould be he
to resolve points of confusion.
Bedew material 3 r st,Irs which
Are elifficL', to ,crstand,

Di/C111$ 3 td f< IV the important
points.

EVALUATION In presenting this orit, the teacher
should use the qt..,-tinn and answer
quiz as mu, r e folks leg the
showing of the 1,!n e;p, A quiz wilt
check the cffecii it of the lesson,
check retention lea the naterial,
build enthu;iasi ai I repeat the in,.
portant point, c. ,u ,1 in he film-
strip.

4 5,)
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Pre-Flight Facts (Section C.)

maim par

57

RFFFRENCLS Pris ate Pilot Manual, Pre-Flight
Facts, Sanderson Films, Inc.Sec. C.
Flight Instructor's handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.
AI:ation Psychology Manual for
Flight Instructors, H. I Holmes and
Thomas Hogan.

OBJECTIVES Create an understanding of what the
primary function of the fuel system
is, how it operates and why there is
a need for different types of fuel
systems. Acquaint teachers (students)
with different types of landing gears
and primary function.

E I L klENTS Furl System
Gravity Type Fuel System
Fuel Pump Type Fuel Sy stem
Fuel Tanks
Fuel Selector Valve
Fuel Strainer
Carburetor
Carburetor Heat System

LANDING GEAR
Conventional Landing Gear
Tri-Cycle landing Gear
Brake System

PreFfight lnsbrrfion

LANDING WAR

a,nose sear

It

SCHEDULE lntrc.ducticn of filmstrip :10
Pre-Fight Facts, Section C
Show filmstrip :40
Question and answer quiz :20

EQUIPNI ENT DuKaue Projector
Sanderson Filmstrip--Stction C

Suggrsta illustrations for tit abed
projector:

I. Gravity Fuel System

2. Fuel Pump Type Fuel Sy stem
3. Carburetor
4. Carburetor ice
f. Carburetor Heat System
6. Brake System

Pre-Flight inspection checklist
Blackboard

4 6 (
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INSTRUCTOR'S Cond-iet a question and answer quiz
ACTIONS using some of trie questions that fol-

low:

What is the primary function of the
fuel system?

Name two types of fuel systems.

Where is the fuel strainer located in
relation to the fuel system?

Why should not the carburetor heat
be used during taxi?

Where is tl,e fuel selector valve lo-
cated?

Explain the operation of the carbu-
retor.

Name the two basic types of landing
gears and the main difference be-
tween them.

Discuss the importance of a p:e-flight
inspection.

STUDENT'S The students should be able to dis-
ACTIONS cuss the above questions.

Write in the correct answers to all
of the questions outlined in the San-
derson Programmed Learning System
following she Pre-Flight Facts Sec-
tion, Look up wrong answers in Pre-
Flight Facts Manual.

EVALUATION Oral quieting of Section A, B, lk C.
Look up wrong answers in Pre-Flight
Facts Manual.

Responses to Sanderson Programmed
Learning System.
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

CUMULUS

CIRRUS

19

LESSON Meteorology (Section A)

REFERENCES Private Pilot Manual, Meteorology,
Section A, Sanderson Films, Inc.
flight Instructor', Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

OBJECTIVES Acquaint the teachers (students)
with air masses and other weather
phenomena.

ELEMENTS United States Weather Bureau
Weather Map
Termino!ogy and Weather
Weather Symbols
Clouds
Atmospheric Pressure
Thunderstorms
Air Masses

SCHEDULE Period 1
Introduction of filmstrip :20
Meteorology, action A

Showing of filmstrip :40

Period 2

Lecture 'endowing filmstrip :20

Manual repeat of film for i4D
question and answer quiz

Period I
Trip to U.S Weather Bureau 6t Air-
port

EQUIPMENT Du Kane Projector
Blackboard
Actual Weather Maps

NORTH POLE The Koch Chart

Suggested Maitre/ions for 01 fr bed
Projector:

1. Weather Map

2. Speciman (Station Model)
I. Seek Weather Symbols
4. Barometric Pressure in 'Millibars

I. Thunderstorms

6. High Pressure Area

7. Low Pressure Area
1. Cold Air Profile
9. Warm Front Profile

10. Occluded Front ProfileSOUTH POLE

tr8
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Nkffigla.4

INSTRUCTOR'S Arrange for a class tour of the
ACTIONS weather bureau and airport if pos.

sible. Invite a meteorologist to speak
to the class.

Typical qurstions:
\Slat is the primary function of the
weather bureau?

How often during a 24 -hour period
is weather information plotted on
weather maps?

Discuss and explain the various sym-
bols used in the station model.

What are isobars?

Name the two fundamental types of
clouds.

Discuss thunderstorms and their
stages.

STUDENT'S Disevst objectives and resolve goes-
ACTIONS tions,

Espfaiv correctly the concepts and
ideas presented in this session.
P Frugal:sr various frontal conditions
and cloud formations.
Coust f e take-off distance using the
Koch Chart,

EVALUATION

.r"Th-N,_,

MARITIME CONTINENTAL
POLAR POLAR

Lesson is complete When student can
correctly explain each of the key
elements listed above.

4 9
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Meteorology (Section B)

SEQUENCE REPORT PICTURE
Cold Front approaching

MKC 15+ 132/64/58/131 /992
Cold Front passing

MKC M5 2 TRW 962/56/55/3221
G25/946

After cold front passage
MKC M2 12RW 222/5

/42/3615/ 11

CLEAR: SMOOTH AND GLASSY

RIME: ROUGH AND COURSE

FLYING INTO LOW PRESSURE

(Aircraft Low)

FLYING INTO HIGH PRESSURE

(Aircraft High)

CLEAR: SMOOTH AND
GLASSY

RIME ROUGH AND
COARSE

REFERENCES

OBJECTIVES

ELEMENTS

SCHEDULE

41

Pritair blot Manual, Meteorology,
Sec. A & B, Sanderson Films, Inc.

light Instructor's Handbook, Federal
viation Agency, 1964.

Acquaint the teachers (studenu)
with fog, icing conditions, density
altitude, turbulence, frontal icing and
weather reports by radio.

Fog Turbulence
Density Altitude Frontal Icing
Icing Conditions re ather Reports

by radio

Period I
Introduction to filmstrip :10
Meteorology, Section B

Showing of filmstrip :40

Period 2
Lecture following filmstrip :10

Manual repeat of firm for
question and answer quiz

:40

EQUIPMENT DuKane Projector
Blackboard

ather Maps (daily f ascimile)
Recording of weather reports

(local airport)

Saggerird if/urination.; for orerbral
projeciar:

1. Density Altitude
2. Scheduled Broadcast Order
3. Sig meta
4. Thermal Effect on Landing
I. Sea Level Takeoff
6. Koch Chart
7. Turbulence in Cum ulonimhus

Clouds
I. Effect of ke
9. Vortex Core
Use following from Sec. A.

Nfeteorulogy:
ID. Cold Air Profile

1. ii arm Front Profile
12. Occluded Front Profile
IL Barometric Scs1:
14. Warm Front Icing

50
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INSTRUCTOR'S Typical questions:
ACTIONS What is meant by density altitude?

How does density altitude apply to
the pilot?
Name two kinds of ice and where

5, they will form.
Tell about heavy aircraft turbulence.
Discuss various radio weather reports.
Explain mountain wave.

C.1.1:3;.-1;j2D

STUDENT'S Be able to answer oral question:
ACTIONS asked by teachers,

EVALUATION Paper and pencil test.
Oral examination.

111,...**1

5.000'

NN

S
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insirare

SEQUENCE REPORTS

SA29031200
ROW 7C015 072/53/20/3020G29

/986/OCNL BO
ELP 030 091/54/31/3115/993
GDP AMOS /46/28/25191

991/000/
ChM 015+ 1 074/4X11Q
GT NOT
INK S 015+ 075/47/46/2905/

982/APARANT FROPA
0540C GND FG DSIPID

RPDLY/ 312 47 24230-4INK\11/
IAN

MAP S X11/2F 055/58/2008;
979/R10/Y1/4 FS

LESSON Meteorology (Section C)

43

REFERENCES ate Pilot Manual, Meteorology.
Section B, Sanderson Elms. Inc
Flight Instructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

CBJECTIVIS Introduce students to the weather ad-
visory service and special advisories
available to pilots.

Acquaint students with ,equence re-
ports, winds aloft forecasts, and
other types of forecasts.

1 LEM! NTS Weather Advisory Service
Sequence Reports
Sky Coverage
Ceiling
Visibility
Present weather conditions
Barometric pressure
Temperature and dewnoint
Wind
Altimeter setting
Pilot reports
The Not am Status Code

Winds Aloft Forecast
Terminal Forecasts

SCIII DULL Period I
Pre-filmstrip instruction :20

Sanderson filmstrip :40
Meteorology, Section C

Period
Interpretation of Prat .40
Teletype Reports rage, 1-1
to 14. Use practice frames,
end of Section C filmstrip)

Ques lion and answer session

EQUIPMF NT IluKane Projector
Blackboard
Actual Sequence Reports from local
airport -Radio ( for listening to "air-
way" ',routers: of weather reports)

StAgrstri illiestrafsone fur oscrfeai
peojec tor:

I. Sequence Reports
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2. Example of Sequence Report
3. Shy Coverage Symbols

4. Letters to indicate how ceiling is
measured

t. Letters to indicate obstruction to
visibility

6. Wind Direction Symbols
7. Altimeter Converted to Sea Level
8. Practice Winds Aloft Forecast
9. Practice Frames (Use) C-64 and

C-6f

INSTRUCTOR'S Lecture on weather advisory service
ACTIONS of general nature.

Involve the students as much as pos-
sible in reading practice teletype re-
ports. Assign each student one
sequence report.

STUDENT'S
ACTIONS

Make accurate Interpretation of tele
type reports of all types
Ability to read all sky coverage sym-
bols.

Understand the order of the sched-
uled weather broadcast.

EVALUATION Oral reading of sequence report cor-
rectly.

Check retention of the subject of
meteorology by having the students
take Sanderson Films, Inc., Pro-
grammed Learning System, Meteor.
o!ogy.

Oral review of test. Look up wrong
answers in manual.

5 3
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WINDS ALOFT FORECASTS AVIATION EDUCATION
FD SAT 030550

121-241 TUE Private
LVL 3000 5000FT 10000FT 15000FT

20000FT 25000FT LESSON Flight Compute, (Section A)

SIT 1720 1920+14 2520+06
2330-04 2335-14 2340-25

18Z 3325 2825+15
MRF 2720+05 2630-05

2635-15 2540-25
HOU 1821 1820+15 2012+01

2512-04 2715-15 2720-25
VCT 1720 18204-16 2015+07

2415-14 2625-25
BRO :625 1818+17 2308+08

2613 12 2722 24
COT 1625 1625+17 2320+08

2520-02 2420-12 2525-25

SKY COVERAGE SYMBOLS
USED ON SEQUENCE REPORTS

SIT (01011.01 31.1000

Z,..t.T.:: . :i.:.
:`!._,Ili l.-111_111.,4....,,_ I

1...
_ __711

61- m7:

,....

0
I

SEGMENTS

FL GSW 031735
1135C-1535C TUE
SIGMET NR I. AT 1715 CI35 RPRTD

MDTSVR TUR^C 290 OVR
AMARILLO.

OVR NWRN TEX AND OKIA PNHOL
ALG AND 50 MIS EITHER SIDE
OF WINK

AMARILLO GUYMON LN LIM' MDT
OR GREATER TURBO 230.350.
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REFERENCES Prii ate Pdol Manual, Eight Com-
puter, Section A, Sanderson Films,
Inc.
Flight Instructor's Ilani book, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964,

OBJECTIVES Use of flight computer in pre-trip
planning and to compute in-flight
aircraft problems.

Develop greater confidence in flying
through a good understanding of the
computer.

Ff EMENTS Fright Computer
Calculator side
Changing values
Speed index
Multiplication or division index
Time and distance problem
Fuel consumption

SCIlEDULE Pcmo1
Introduction to computer :10

Showins of filmstrip, Flight :40
Computer, Section A

Acrid 2
Lecture On computer use rIS

Work Practice Time and Dis-
tance Problems, page A-1

PrrioJ I
rock Practice Furl Consumption :30
Problems, page A-1, A-9, A-10

`24"cirlt Review Problems,
Page A-10

EQUIPMENT DuKane Projector
Sanderson Flight Computers (one for
each student)
Blackboard

Suggcstrd dlustriliont for oterhesi
protector:

I. Computer tide of Sanderson Flight
Computer Mineable Scales)

2. Problem Logs (Drive on Clear
Overhead Transparency)
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INSTRUCTOR'S
ACTIONS

STUDENT'S
ACTIONS

EVALUATION

Lecture on the use of Flight Com-
puter
Provide opportunity for students to
some problems presented in Sander-
son Films, Inc., booklet entitled,
"Flight Computer."

Assist those students who have dif-
ficulty in problem solving.

Review key points brought out in
filmstrip.

Solar all flight computer problem,
in manual, Section A, Pages A-5 to
A-10.

Ors riop correct understanding of the
basic operation of the flight com-
pute!.
EttLin what the "A", "B", "C"
scales of computer are used for.

Demonstrate ability to solve all com-
putations presented in Section A with
the use of a Sanderson Flight Com-
puter.

Demonstrate the ability to explain
the use of a flight computer to
others.

COMPUTER SIDE OF
SANDERSON FLIGHT
COMPUTER

COMPUTER SIDE OF SANDERSON
FLIGHT COMPUTER

PRACTICE PROBLEMS
TRUE HEADING AND
GROUND SPEED

I. True course-310'; 1'. A. S.-
120 m.p.h. wind velocity-16
m.p.h.; wind direction -180 °;
what is the true heading and
ground speed?

2, True course-178°; T. A. S.-
131 m.p.h.; wind velocity-23
m.p.h.; wind direction-4I';
what is the true heading and
ground speed ?

3. True course -63 °; T. A. 5.-
133 m.p.h.; wind velocity-20
knots; wind directionNorth-
west; what is the true heading
and ground speed?

4. True courseWest; T. A. S.-
130 knots; wind velocity-18
knots; wind direction-344° ;
what is the true heading and
ground speed?

1. True course-91'; I. A. 5.-
111 m.p.h.; temperature-4-2 I"
C.; altitude-7,100 feet; wind
velocity I0 knots; wind direc-
tion -360 °; what is the true
heading a ground speed?_.._

1. "A" SCALE(Stiles, miles per hour, gallons, gal-
lons per hour, true airspeed, and true altitude.)

2. "B" SCALE(Time in minutes, calibrated altitude,
and calibrated airspeed.)

3. "C" SCALE(Time in hours and minutes)
4. DENSITY ALTITUDE wiNDow
I. PRESSURE ALTITUDE WINDOW

6. TEMPERATURE CONVERSION SCALE

7. SPEED INDEX
S. AiR TEMPERATURE tk'INDOR"

9. NAUTICAL STATUTE CONVERSION
ARROWS

10. UNIT INDEX FOR NI U1.1111 !CATION AND
DIVISION
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Aerospace ActivitiesSecondary Level

AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Flight Computer (Section B)

47

REFERENCES Private Pilot Manual, Flight Com-
puter, Section B, Sanderson Films,
Inc.
Flight Instructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

OBJECTIVES Solving of true airspeed problems
using the flight computer.

Changing nautical values to statute
equivalents with the use of the com-
puter.

Finding answers to multi-part prob-
lem,.

ELEMENTS Flight Computer r

T.A.S. Suture miler
Nautical Nilues Multi-part problems

Perioderiod I
Introduction of filmstrip :Of
Flight Computer, Section B

Showing of filmstrip :40

Period 2
Lecture on Computer use :1i

Problem solving :10

EQUIPMENT DuK2ng Projector
Blackboard
Sanderson Flight Computers (one for

each student)

Swggetted illustrations for oterhead
Projector:

I. Computer Side of Sanderson Flight
Computer (Moveable Scales)

2. Problem Logs (Draw on Clear
Overhead Transparency)

INSTRUCTOR'S Introduce students to other uses of
ACTIONS flight computer.

Assist students with problem solving.

STUDENT'S Know how to compute T.A.S., con-
ACTIONS version of nautical miles to statute

and statute to nautical miles.
EvPigin correct use of the computer
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E\" CATION Require students to answer correctly
at; practice multi-part problems on
page 13- I.

Instructor should help answer student
questions during problem solving
period.

PRACTICE MULTI-PART
PROBE EMS

1. CrindO m.p.h.; ground speed-
120 m.p.h.; di;tance-320 miles;
fuel consumption-0 g,p.h.; how
much fuel will be burned ?___._

2. Altitude-7,100 feet; LA S.
110 m.p.h.; temperature +1 °
C.; distance-216 miles; fuel
consumption I1.1 g.p.h.; wind
0 m.p.h.; how much fuel will
be burned)

1. Altitude-9,000 feet; I.A.S.
114 m.p.h.; temperature of-10°
C; distance -031 miles; fuel
consumption-8.1 g.p.h.; wind
0 m.p.h.; how much fuel will
be burned?

4. Ground speed -11I m.p.h.; wind
0 m.p.h.; temperature-- + 20°
C; altitude--9,000 feet; dis-
tance-421 miles; fuel consump-
tion-12 g.p.h,; how ..nuch fuel
will be burned?
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Fligbt Computer (Section C)
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REFERENCES Private Not Manual, Flight Com-
puter, Section C, Sandersori
Inc.
Flight Instructor : Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

OBJECTIVES Determine what effect winds have on
the aircraft and what should be done
to correct for these winds,

Know how to use the "Wind Side" of
the computer.

Finding of ground speed and true
heading,

Converting of Fahrenheit to centi-
grade.

ELESIENTS fligbt Computer
Sliding Grid Fahrenheit Scale
Azimuth Centigrade Scale
True Index

SCHEDULE Period I
Introduction of filmstrip i05
Flight Computer, Section C

Showing of filmstrip :40

Period 2
Student practice :10

EQUIPNIENT DuKane Projector
Blackboard
Sanderson Flight Computers (one for

each student)

Saggetted iflustrehont for 0:trberid
projector:

I. Wird side of Flight Computer
(Sliding Grid)

2. Ground Speed Example
I. Example TCTH
4. Problem Logs (Draw on clear ov-

erhead transpi.rency)

INSTRUCTOR'S Feview the parts rf the computer to
ACTIONS the students.

Relote computer usage to piloting an
airplaiit.
Assist students with problem solving.
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ST L'DE NT 'S Find correct answers to pr.ctice
ACTIONS problems listed in Flight Computer,

Section C, Appendix I, page I-I in
manual.
Describe the correct use of the com-
puter in solving the various problems.

EVALUATION Administration of Flight Computer
Programmed Learning Tests at the
er d of the lesson on cornwers.
Discuss answers to Programmed test
questions and look up answers in
manual.

WIND SIDE OF
SANDERSON FLIGHT
COMPUTER

PROBLEM LOG

tas I dist, I time

451

gpb

10

fuel

1. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FINDING GROUND
SPEED AND TRUE HEADING.

2. SLIDING GRID

S, TRUE INDEX
4. WIND CORRECTION ANGLE SCALE
I. GROMMET

6. AZIMUTH

7. INSTRUCTIONS FOR DETERMINING TRUE
HEADING, MAGNETIC HEADING, AND
COMPASS HEADING

1
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Naligation (Scrtion A)

IAMBI
, ....,,,,eAkin

' /..,..s' :r. SCHEDULE Period I
sr mesa Lecture on introduction to :20

'';; ..)
Navigation

Shoeing of filmstrip, Naviga- 40

r labia 1/ WA
tion, Section A

.-. V , .
Period 2
Discussion of filmstrip :90

information

51

REFERENCES Privafr Pilaf Manual, Navigation,
Section A, Sanderson Flir111, Inc.
Flight lisiructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

OBJECTIVES To familiarize students with naviga-
tion charts.
To know how to select charts, read
chart symbols, air traffic control
symbols and aeronautical and topo-
graphical symbols,

ELEMENTS 'WAG Charts
Sectional Charts
Latitude and Longitude Chart Sym
bola
Radio Facilities

le be

EQUIPMENT DuRane Projector
WAC Charts
Sectional Aeronautical Charts
Blackboards
Saoggrard rlhuriertioes for cerebra

projector':
I. Sectional Chart
2. Longitude
S. Latitude
4. Aeronautical Symbol.
S. Topographical Sy mbols
6. Cruising Altitudes

Flight Levels

INSTRUCTORS Present a general leVA1 ft on Section
ACTIONS A of Navigation, using as many

charts and other aids as possible.
Develop a list of questions using
Sanderson Private Pilot Manual.
Have the students interpret the
various chart symbols during the
question, and ans,er quit.

STUDENTS Correct initrtreirtion of all chart
ACTIONS symbols.
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EVALUATION

Understand the major differences be-
tween the VAC Charts and Sectional
Charts.

Oral quizzing by instruct sr.

lesson is complete when student can
retain the information presented dur-
ing the filmstrip presentation and
follow-sip discussion.

6
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Natigation (Section B)

53

REFERENCES Pritate Pilot Manual, Navigation,
Section 13, Sanderson Films, Inc.
Might Instructor's flendivok, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

OBJECTIVES Students should know how to use all
of the flight planning aids.
Knowledge of all of the steps neces-
sary in pre-trip planning such as

drawing a course, selecting check
points, measuring the true course and
other cor,nitations.

ELEMENTS Na l igation Planning Aids
Flight Computer
Navigation Plotter
Airman's Information Manual

SCHEDULE Period
Introduction :10

Showing of filmstrip, Naviga- :40
tion, Section B

Period 2
Question and answer quiz :10

Period )
Pre-trip planning session :10

EQUIPMENT DuKane Projector
Sectional Aeronautical Charts
Navigation plotter for each student
Flight Computers for all students.
Airman's Information Manes,

Suggeited slisatertions lot of tikes'
projectors:

t. Pre-Flight
2, Notices to Airmen
S. Airport Directory
4. Anport/Facility Directory
1. Magnetic North Pole
6. East Variation
7. West Variation (Intiruct.wa can

use clear transparencies for
drawing additional item, for
this section).

INSTRUCTOR'S Serve 111 discussion leader following
ACTIONS the filmstrip showing.

Assist students in planning r trip
using all of the fright planning aid.

62k
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Build question and answer session PRACTICE WINDS ALOFT FORECAST
around overhead transparencies.

STUDENT'S Retch e any questions du,:ng the scs-
ACTIONS sion following the showing of the

film .trip. ..
Pien a trip using all of the flight
planning aids. (Omit radio frequen-
cies and airport data.)

EVALUATION Student demonstrations of ability to
plan a trip using flight computer,
nav'zation plotter, Airman's Infor-
mat; Manual and other manuals.

.1 HI ,own wwirt ',MOT if.* PI 1,010
1.111 1,250) 0,1 or, 1111 IS. 3
U L_J L__J

,
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Natigalion (Sec lion C)

REFERENCES

OBJECTIVES

SS

Prit Pala Messick Navigation,
Section C, Sanderson Films, Inc.
Flight insleurior's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, 1964.

Know;ng how to obtain radio fre-
quencies and other airport data from
chars and manuals.
Provide students an actual flight ex-
perience with a well-qualified pilot
who will show how to plan a flight
plan, fly a short cross-country trip,
communicate with ground control
and tower, compile a flight log and
clone flight plan upon arrival,

ELEMENTS Radio Frequencies and Airport Data
Flight Plan
Flying the Trip
Pre-Takeoff
Enroute
Arrival
After Landing

SCHE DUl E Period I
Introducing remarks :10

Showing of filmstrip :40
Navigation, Section C

Period 2
Discussion and questions ID

Periodr f & 4
Trip to airport and ;light I:30

EQUIP /LENT Sectional Chtrti
Flight Plan Forms
Navigation Logs
Flight Computer
Navigation Plotters
Airplanes
Airman's In formation Mtn u al

Slaggerled ithirtrelionr for otrrkred
prujrrfor:

I. Teachers can use computer trans-
parency, flight plan forms, navi-
gation logs and plotters, arc.

INSTRUCTOR'S Conduct question and a ns wet session.
ACTIONS Develop questions.
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STUDENT'S
ACTIONS

EVALUATION

Administer Navigation Programmed
Learning System test.

Plan a trip to airport, in addition,
arrange for airplanes and pilots to
fly a short cross-country trip to a

nearby airport.

Dernonitrate ability to find radio fre-
quency and airport data in Airman's
Information Manual and naigation
charts.

Fill out flight plan and know hos,
to file it.

pilot with navigation and cheek
points during the trip, also filing
of flight plan.

Determine the amount of tie subject
retained by the students by admin-
istering test on Navigation at the
end of Section C.

Evaluate student's ability to use sec-
tional charts, airport data, etc., dur-
ing actual flight if possible.

FIND'NG GROUND SPUD
AND UUE HEADING

65
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

LESSON Radio Mitigation (Serlson A)

Bearings are magnetic et the sta-
tion.

DME where shown indicates Distance
Measuring Equipment.

. ,

57

Private Pilot Mena, Radio Naviga-
tion, Section A, Sanderson Films, !no.
Flight Instructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviatiln Agency, 190..

Present advantages of the Omni
Navigational Aid System.
Ways of determining position using
the Omni radio equipment.
Methods of intercepting a radial.

Omni Navigation
Omni signal
Omni equipment
Flying inbound and outbound on a

radial
Homing
Position Fixing
Intercepting a radial
Omni disadvantages

Period 1
Introductory remarks IS

Showing of filmstrip 140

Radio Navigation, Section A

Period 2
Questions and answer session :SO

(Use pictures in filmstrip
for this part.)

DuKane Projector
Blackboard
Sectional Aeronautical Chart,
Table of VHF Reception Distances

Steggrefri illustrations Ion merlin'
projector:

1. Omni Station
2. Bak Irv:bettors
1. Transparency of Omni Station

with several ea.:fills sod a mini-
elate plane oeceloped 10 be placed

on nse:h'Il rrciector for the
purpose of testing students. (Use
illustrations in text, Pages A-7
and A-I 2.)

Serve at discussion leader following
she showing of the filmstrip.
Demonstrate Omni equipment (Use
overhead projector.) Present various
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STUDENT'S
ACTIONS

positions cf the plane from Omni
station and CDI indications.

Typical question::
How many courses are available to

pilot using the Omni Navigational
Aid Systcm?

When the left-right needle is cen-
tered while on a course, will the
wind drift the plane in richer di-
rection?

Are omni bearings true or magnetic
bearings?

Where can a pilot obtain the in-
formation about a particular Omni
Station (such information at the
name of the station and its fre-
quency?)

Name two type of Omni Stations.
What are the three basic indicators cn

the On.ni equipment?

Explain the use of Omni as a radio
navigation aid.
Determine the position of the air-
plane from the station.
Know how to locate himself when in
doubt about hit position on a flight
Student demonstration of ability lc
intercept a radial.
Knowledge of VHF reception dis-
tances.

EVALUATION While presenting this unit, the in-
structor should Ilse the discussion
method to determine the retention
and knowledge of the subject matter
on the part of the students. Students
should be able to explain the bask
concepts of the Omni equipment and
how it operates.
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LESSON

AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

F. 4. Regulations (Src hos A)

Private Pilot Mound, P. A. Regula-
tions, Section A, Sanderson Film., Inc.

Ins irliC bet Handbook, Federal
Av:ation Agency, 1964.

To develop knowledge of Part 61 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations,
certification of pilots and flight in.
ItfUCt011.

6L3 Certificate, and ratings re-
quired

61.1' Application and issue
61.7 Temporary certificate
61.9 Duration of certificates

1.11 Exchange of s ertificate
Cl.)) Change of name

)0e.. 61.15 61,17 Aircraft ratings
61 21 Prerequisite. fee flight test

r.m14, 61 2? 61.11 Flight rests
41.27 Retesting after failure
61.39 pilot logbook.
61.4) Medical certificate

61.41 61.75 Sti.dent Pilots
61.11 61.101 Private Pilots

Period
Intr:ductory remarks

Show filmstrip
F. A. Regulations, Section A

Period 2
P.eview session

:10

:40

:10

DuRsne Projector
Blach.b.ard
Arrange for resource person

[FAA representative)

Introduce filmstrip

Conduct question and 'newer session.

typing! qweilioxs:
What is the winimum age at which a

student pilot is authc Area to pilot
an airplane?

What ale the requirements for solo
flight?

What is the duration of a student
pilot Ct rtif ic t ?

At whit age cars a student pilot be-
come eligible for a private pilot
certificate?
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' hat class medical certificate is re-
quired for a private pilot?

rn terms of minimum flight experi-
ence requirements for a private
certificate, how many hours of
dual instruction and solo flight
time are required?

Where is acrobatic flight prohibited?
What are the right-of-way rules for

an aircraft in distress?
Can a private pilot carry passengers

for hire?

q9
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AVIATION EDUCATION

Private

Li SON F.A. Regulations (Set-lion B)

61

REFERENCES Private Pilot Manual, F. A. Regula-
tions, Section B, Sanderson Films, Inc.
Flight Instructor's Handbook, Federal
Aviation Agency, I954.

OBJECTIVES Undcrsar, Jefinitions listed in Ap
vodix. I of F. A. Regulations, Sec-
tion B, Sandttsor Films Private Pilot
Manual.

Develop knowledge 0." all flight rules
governing the operation of aircraft
within the U. S. (Private pilot)
This includes basic VEX minimums.

Review of rules governing the main-
tenance ci U.S. registered civil air-
craft and rules for operating civil
aircraft in a d,'eroe area, or into,
within, or out of the U.S. through
air ADIZ.

SCHEDULE Period 1
Introduction

Showing of filmstrip
F. A. Regulations, Section B

Period 2
Question and answer seriort :JD

Period I
Examination :10

EQUIPMENT DiiKane Projeeror
Blackboard

INSTRUCTOR'S Arrange for s representative of the
ACTIONS FAA to assist with discussion session.

Administer an examination on Sec-
tions A B of the Federtl Aviation
Regulations. (instructor can use test
questions from the Sandetson Pro-
grammed Learning System.)

STUDENTS
ACTIONS

Read aloud appropriate sections from
F. A. Regulations, Section B.
Perrlecifrele in discussion.
Demonstrate remit knowledge of
Federal Aviation Regulations.

EVALUATION Ability to explain correctly F. A.
Regulations to other students.
Written exwninstiont, Sections A St
B.

V
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FILMS

Hint: Always order free films on school stationery.

Hint: Always ask for their "Film Catalog."

P Primary, I Intermediate, Sd. sound, color, b-w

Bri,annica Press, 429 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

"An Airplane Trip by Jet" 11 min. color, P. I., 1961.

"Stuns! .rid How It Travels" II min. b-w P. 1963.

Cer.co Educational Films, Chicag), Illinois, 1963.

"The Moon" 14 min. ad. color. P. I.

Churchill Films, 662 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90069.

"Airport in the Jet Age" LI min. Color, P. 1. 1962.

Coronet Films, Chicago, Illinois

"Aristotle and the Scientific Medlar 1919, r n:in, scl. color. P. 1.

"Beyond our Solar System" sd. 11 min. b-w. P.
"What Do We See in the Sky3"
"Airplane: Principle of Flight"
"How Weather Helps Us"
"How Air Help. Us"
"Billy's Helicopter Ride"

E .-.yclopaedia Britannica Films, Wilmette. Illinois

"Myth, Superstition and Science" 1960, 13 min. pi. color, P. L
"Air and What It Does"
"Airplane Tr:p by Jet"
"A Space Flight A mund the Earth"
"Airplanes: How They Fly"
"What Makes Clouds"
"Whatever the Weather"

FAA Film Library AC -921. P.O. Boa 2301,, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73121.

"The Flight"

run Associstea of California, Lns Angeles, California

"Discovering Numeral," 1364, 9 Min. so. color. P.
"Clouds"
"Snow"

McGraw.Hill Book Company. Tec.Film Division. 330 West 42nd St. New York 10036

"Airplanes and How They Fly" I I min. b.w.
'Air II Around" I min. b-w
"What Makcs Rain"

72
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National Aeronautics and Space Administrat, on, NASA Central Film Depository,

1411 South Fern Street, Arlington, Virginia 72202.
"Apollo II" and many others.

Piper Aircraft Corporation, Director of Aviation Education, Lockhaven, Fennsylvania 17741

Don't Tell my Wife " -- i9 min. color, sd.
"Wings to the Bahamas" 26Ve min. color, sd.
"Wings to Alaska" 26'4 min. color, ad.
"The Sky is Yours " -26t/ min. color, sd.
"The Hight of Pluebird II" 26 min. color, sd.
"Th's Could Be You" 27%1 min, color, Id.

Shell Oil Company, 430 N. Meridian, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

"How an Airplane Flies"

Sign,a Fclucational Films. 11717 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604

"The Community Airport" 1966, color, P.

Trinsportat'on, Department of Federal Aviation Administration, Film Library, AC-922,

Aeronautical Cmter, P. O. Box 21082, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 71121
"Best Investment We Ever Made" 24 min. color. el A.
"Dulles International Port of the Future" 1961, 14 min., color, el,
"Flight" 21 mil,. color, P.A., 1962.
"How an Airplane Flies" 1$ min. color. F A. 196$
"Other Passenger, The" 30 min. color. P.A.. 1961
"Plane is Born, A " -27 min, color. P.A, 1961
"Sonic Boom and You" 10 min. color. P.A. 1961
"Traveler Meets Air Traffic Control, A" 33 min. color. P.A. 1963

United Airlines, 230 W.O.W. Building, lath and Farnam St., Omaha, Nebraska 61102

"Ready for Flight"
"Stewardess Story"

Walt Disney Films, 100 Sonora Avenue, Glendale, California 91201

"Man in Flight"

RESOURCE MATERIALS
Hint: For best results, order free materials on school stationery

Hint: Many ask for their "List of Publicstions"

Charts and Pictures
Apollo Spacecraft Modr1 F.. 1111131
Revell, Inc.
4220 Glrnco Avenue
Venice, California 90192 (81.10)

McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Director of Public Relations
3000 Ocean Park Boulevard
Santa hfonica, California 90406

Step' :.co the Moon Kit 19030
Ch,rt 38" it 26"
Hammond Inc.
Maplewood, New Jersey 07040 ($1,00)

73

Ark to be but on a 'Nailing fir/
"NASA Facts" Catalog Free
c/o NASA Central Film Depository
1411 South Fern Street
Arlington, Virginia 22202

"Apollo Saturn Lunar Landing"
Space Division
North American Rockwell
Aero Commander
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Suggested Sources of Airplane Photographs (When writing for photos ask for othir free
materials.)

6S

American Airlines, Inc.
63) Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Beech Aircraft Corp.
Public Relations Department
9709 E Central
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Pamphlets

"Aircraft Profiles"
Suite 310 Shoreham Building
106 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

"The World of Beeclicraft"
Beechcraft Aircraft Corp.
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Teacher% Kit Material
Cessna Aircraft Company
Air Age Education Division
Wichita, Kansas 67201

Model Aircraft Lab

Civil Air Patrol
National Headquarters
Maxwell AFB, Ala.bam, 36112

(Building and Flying Paper Airplanes)

Litt of fli. is and other material, on ireatSer
(Give your grade level)

User Service Re;resentatire
Weather Bureau Central Region
601 East 12th Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

Freedom in Space
Weather Satellite,
Radio Corporation of America
De '; 'se Electronics Products
Can. fin, New Jersey

What'. the Weather
Air France
613 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022

The Story of Safety in the Skin
FAA
Distribution Section TAD4I4
Washington, D.C. 20113
(Cartoon Booklet Traffic Control)
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Boeing Company
Attn.: Public Relations
Box )707

Seattle, Washington 90124
Cessna Aircraft Company
P. O. Box 1121
Wichita, Kansas 67201

"Lockheed Pathway to the Stars" Free
Corporate Offices
P. 0. Box 111
Burbank, California 9150)

"Meet the 10 Place Learjet 2 f"
Lear Jet Industries, lnc.
P. O. Box 1230
Wichita, Kansas 67201
NASA Facts Free

"Journey to the Moon"
'te NASA Central Film Depository

1411 South Fern Street
Arlingtco, Virginia 22202

How to Introduce the Study of Outer
Space in Grades K-6

American Education Publications
11 High Street
Middktcwn, Connecticut 064%1

Recommended Books on Spate Science and
Astronomy

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02131

Model Rocketry Information
Estes Industries, Inc.
Box
Penrose, Colorado 11740

Model Rockets
Cenruri Company

Phoenix, Arizons 11001
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"Air Ttanrportation and World
Progress" Free

Oklahoma Aeronautics Commission
110 Sequoyah Memorial Buildinj,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 7)1!if

Ask to be put on mailing list
Sanderson Film Co.
P. O. Box 15121
Wichita, Kansas 67215

Air World Education Free
Trans -World Airlines
601 Third Avenue
New York-, New York 10016

"The Age of Flight"
United Aircraft
East Hartford, Conn. 06108

"The Story of Flight and Air
Transportation" Free

United Air Lines
School and College Dept.
P. 0. Box 66141
Chicago, Illinois 60666

"Space, the New Frontier"
"Fifty Years of Aeronautical

Re seat ch"
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

The DC-6 Jet Mainliners S Study of
Important :arts

United Airline.
School and College Service
O'Hara International Airport
P. 0. Box 1276
Chicago, Illinois 60666

(Folder illustrates parts of large jet)

Delta Airlines, Inc.
Public Relation' Department
Atlanta Airport
Atlanta, Georgia 30120

Historical Airplane Pictures
TRW, Inc.
Corporate Public. Relations
25115 Euclid Avenue
Euclid, Ohio 44117

Suggritiono for Commemotating Wright Brothets'
National Aerospace Education Council
Room lit, Shoreham Building
106 11th Street, N. W.
Washington. D.C. 20001

Journey to the Mood NF-40
(Color wa'lsheet)
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 770(1

Moon Exploration
I I " x 14" Captioned prints
Communicative Arts
Bo; 11017
San Diego, California 92111

Maf. cJ the Moon
Stafford Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 702
Devon, Pa. 19353

Pan America's Flying Clipper
Educational Depattment
Pan American Bldg.
New York, New York

Pathway to the Stars
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Box 001
Burbank, California 91001

Space Travel (Chart 54" x 44' co'or)
(sequence of events that load man ilto

space)
Denoyer-Geppett Co.
1251 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60666

Airworld Education Study Series
Trans World Airlines
600 Third Avenue
New Yotk, New York 10016

Story of Flight and Air Transportation
United Air Lines
School and Colls.gt Departmerd
Box 66141, Chicago 60666

Trip to the Moon and Return
Chart 21" a 29"
Communicative Arts
Bo* 11017
San Diego, California 92111

Wall Charts, instrument panel.
aircraft panel
Piper, Aircraft Corporation
Attention: Director, Aviation Ed.
Lockhaven, Pennsylvania 17741
(also motion pictures)

Day Free Elem. Level
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Tbe Planetarium
An elementary school teaching resource

Order from:
Educational Programs and Services
Public Affairs Office
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
AP-4
Houston, Texas 77058

space Units for Vementary Science Clahet, Second and Third Primary Grohs
The total unit includes material covering kindergarten through sixth grade.
However, the above portion is only for second and third grades.
Reprinted by:
Federal Aviation Adminhtration
Aviation Education
Office of General Aviaiion Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20590

Trecbcrr Guide for SST.. T ..T (Sound, Sense, Today, Tomorrow, Thereafter) 72PP
Order from:

Office of General Aviation Affairs
Federal Aviation Administration
Department of Transportation
Washington, D.C. 20090

Introducing Children to Space
A space h.ndbook for teachers, grades K to 6, featuring maturity levels I through
11 tears old. Projects and illustrations are described at each age level. 168 pp.

Order from:
Superintendent of Documents
G.,vernment Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Look to tbr Sky
An aviation reading readiness book for primary grades with suggestions for

teachers. 02 pp.

Au elion Ad arcs

A workbook for primary children. Coloring cut-outs, word matching games,
etc. 40 pp.

You rid Space
A primary grade supplementary reader to develop concepts of space and space

travel. illustrated. 02 pp.

Eartb mad Space Guide for Elementary Tracbers
Based on questions children have Ate about the earth, sun, moon, stirs and

space. 1) FP,

Arrospa.r Arithmetic
Grades I through 6. 16 pp.

Abovelisted books and many others may be obtained from:

National Aerospace Education Council
106 Fifteenth Street, NV.
'Washington, D.C. 2000,
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FAA, Aviation Education
GA-20
Washington, D.C. 20590
(A sclfAdressed gummed label shook; accompany each request)

FAA Publications

a. Demonstration Aids for Aviation Education (Foe teachers only)
b. "Teaching GJidc for an Aerospace Communication Lab" (For teachers only)
c. "Aerospace Units for Elementary Science Glasses: Grades 2 and 3 (For teachers only)
d. "A Flight to Grandmother's"Scripts and illustrations are taken from filmstrip.

NASA Publication,
The following NASA materials are available through the Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20102

Model Spacecraft Construction
o. Introducing Children to Space The Lincoln Plan
c. Space Resources for Teachers Biology
d. The Spaces of Tomorrow
e. What's Up There

All the following materials can be obtained by writing to:
Educational Programs Division, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

a. Educational Guidance in the Space Age
b. Science Education in the Space Age
c. The Planetarium an elementary school :esching resource
d. Space Science
e. Aerospace Over:culvert Resource Guide
f. Life Science in a Space Age Setting
g. A Universe to Explore
h. Space Resources fe the High School

Encyclopedia

Abase one &pone
New Moriwns Publishers
14 volumes plus Teacher's Guide
1961

Exploring Spore
World Book Encyclopedia Guide for Teachers
Field Enterprises Education Corporation
Chicago, Illinois

Teaching Aids:

Yos emi Speer (Supplementary reader)
Natural Aerospace Educational Council
Room 416, 106-tfth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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